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The First Class, New Mexico Military
The first class at the New Mexico Freeman, Dallas, Texas, color serMilitary Institute at Rosweil for the geants.
H. B. Ferguson, sergeant, Albuquercoming scholastic year, which commences September 2, consists of fourque.
teen cadets. This is the same numA Cadet From Every County.
ber as was in the first class of last
The
number of applications for adyear. The young men composing it
mission for the coming year has largeare:
G. H. Frost, captain Company A, ly exceeded the capacity of the insti- ranking captain of the battalion, j tute, and over sixty applications had
to be refused. Every county of the
Santa Fe.
is represented by cadets,
j Territory
N. T. Armijo, captain Company B,
unuer me provision or a
appointed
Albuquerque.
law of the Legislative Assembly givH. H. Cake, captain Company C,
ing each member of the Legislative
Tucson, Arizona.
Council and each member of the
J. L. Hubbell, first lieutenant Com- House of Representatives the right to
name one cadet for two years, and unpany A, Albuquerque.
J. L. Hill, first lieutenant Company der and in accordance with the requirements of the statute passed by
B, Clayton.
Legislative AssemE. J. Montoya, first lieutenant Com- the Thirty-seventboard
each
of county combly,
giving
San
Antonio.
C,
pany
in
missioners:
the
Territory the right
R. B. Crowell, second
lieutenant
to name a student at each Territorial
Alva
Oklahoma.
Company A,
institution for the term of four years.
M. G. Paden, second lieutenant ComThe battalion of cadets during the
pany B, White Oaks.
L. E. Armijo,
second lieutenant coming term will consist of three companies of infantry, with a minimum
Company C, Las Vegas.
H. B. Cooley, battalion adjutant, of three commissioned officers and
officers and
Glen.
forty
J. J. Lee, first lieutenant and battal- privates. There will also be the band,
ion quartermaster, Brownwood, Texas. consisting of eighteen musicians, and
Wiley Parsons, Rosweil, and O. B. signal corps detachment of eight men.

ix opinions were handed down today in cases which had been taken
uader advisement from the January
sessions and in every instance the
judgment of the trial courts was afOne opinion embraced two
firmed.
causes which had been consolidated
for expediency in the district court
and were practically the same. Chief
Justice Mills rendered one opinion,
Associate Justice McFie, one; Associate Justice Parker, one; - Associate
Justice Mann, one; and Associate Justice Abbott, three.
Probably the most important opinion rendered today was that in the
case of the Territory of New Mexico,
versus Elmer L. Price, the latter having been convicted of the murder of
Frank B. Curtis, which ocurred
March 30, 1900. Curds was a contractor and Price a news agent on
the Pecos Valley and Northeastern
Railway running between Amarillo,
Texas, and Rosweil, and the tragedv
occurred one night on their train.
to the statement of facts incorporated in the opinion Price was
Intoxicated at the time of the killing
and it was claimed he had annoyed a
woman passenger. Curtis remonstrated with him for his conduct and Price
drew a revolver and fired at Curtis.
Curtis fell mortally wounded and died
within a few minutes. W. H. Cox, a
deputy sheriff of Roosevelt County,
who was a passenger on the train
placed Price under arrest and the
prisoner was taken off the train at
Rosweil. Price was found guilty of
murder in the second degree and sentenced to life imprisonment in the
Territorial penitentiary. The opinion
sustaining the judgment of the trial
court was rendered by Associate Justice Abbott.
In the case of the Territory of New
Mexico versus L. A. Meredith, who
was convicted of the larceny of one
neat cattle from Joseph Davis, an
opinion was also handed down by Associate Justice Abbott.
Associate Justice McFie rendered
an opinion in the case of the Territory of New Mexico versus Joshua P.
Church. The defendant in this cause
had been found guilty of 'permitting
minors to loiter and frequent his saloon in Rosweil and was sentenced to
pay a fine of $50 and costs. Motions
for a new trial and in arrest of judj-men- t
were overruled and it was then
appealed to the Supreme Court.
An opinion was rendered by Associate Justice Mann in the case of James
F. Hancock versus George R. Beasley
.'and Austin Beasley.. This case was
appealed from the district court of
Dona Ana County. ' It was alleged that
George R. Beasley had converted to
his own use 125 head of Angora goats
which were the property of Hancock.
Judgment was found in favor of the
plaintiff which the opinion of the
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pany to the Mogollon Gold and Copper Company.
Associate Justice Abbott rendered
one opinion In the cases In which the
Eagle Mining and Improvement Company and the heirs of the late H. B.
Hamilton were litigants. The litigation grew out of two deeds which
were held in trust by the deceased
and also for fees alleged to be due
him from the corporation at the time
of his death. Judgment was found
for the defendants in 'both cases in
the trial court.
An opinion was given by Associate
Justice Parker in the case of tiie
Browne and Manzanares Company
versus Cassius C. Gise which was appealed from the district court of San
Miguel County. Mr. Gise it seems bad
been employed as bookkeeper and
cashier of the company and was also
a member of the board xf directors.
The controversy arose over the settlement of their accounts.
The demurrer In the disbarment
proceedings against Attorney W. J.
Hittson which was set for argument
today after postponement from yester
today was again postponed until tomor
row. The. Mariano F. Sena case was
argued and submitted this afternoon.
Attorney John H. Knaebel of Denver
appeared for the defendant who is
also the appellant. .
The following is a detailed statement of the cases which came up for
consideration yesterday afternoon and
this morning:
Cases Taken Up.
No. 1206, Territory of New Mexico,
appellee, versus Manuel Sanches y
Sanches, appellant; appealed from
district court of Sandoval County. Argued and submitted.
No. 1159, Mogollon Gold and Copper
Company, J: plaintiff in error, versus
John W. Stout, defendant in error ;
error to district court of Socorro
County. Judgment of trial court af- umicu, upilliuil uy vuiei juauue mills,
No. 1142, Joshua P. Church, appel-TLf
IX
X
m
Inn
lailV, VCIBUB ItJITllUiy iu mew JUCilW,
appellee; appealed from district court
of Chaves County, Judgment of trial
court affirmed, opinion by Associate
Justice McFie.
No. 1151-- James F. Hancock, appellee, 'versus George R. Beasley and
Austin Beasley, appellants; appealed
from district court of Dona Ana Coun- :

higher court sustained. ,
The case of John W. Stout against
the Mogollon Gold and Copper Com'
pany in which the opinion was pre
pared by Chief Justice Mills was a
1

.

'

Governor Curry today issued a proclamation for the Coronado Commemorative Convention, which will have for
its purpose
the celebrating of thti
heroic deeds of the early Spanish ploneers in New Mexico. The convention
will lie held in connection with ton
Twenty-seventAnnual
Territorial
Fair at Albuquerque, and will tukM
place on Wednesday, October 9. The
committee on organization,
together
with those who will be delegates i(
the convention, is named in the proclamation, which follows:
Proclamation for the Coronado Commemorative Convention.
Executive Office, Santa Fe X. M.
IBistoryf too often negligent, lias
but grudgingly recognized the wonderful and heroic efforts of the early
Spanish pioneers in the exploration
and colonization of the Great Southwest; and believing that the people of
New Mexico, of all the most vitally interested, should lead in a public announcement of their realization of the
debt they owe to the memory of thoso
brave pathfinders of nearly four centuries ago, and by a concerted effort
take what steps are proper to perpetuate and to preserve to posterity
for all time, hy organization, by monument and by enacted law, the traditions, the memories and the words of
our first pioneers:
Now, therefore I, George Curry,
Governor of the Territory of New
Mexico, do hereby convoke, for this
purpose and to celebrate with fitting
exercise and ceremony th historical
deeds of the Spanish pioneers, an assembly of the patriotic citizens of our
country, to meet In the City of AlbuOctober 9th.
querque, Wednesday,
1907, at 10 o'clock a. m., which convention, honoring the most eminent,
shall be called:
The Coronado Commemorative Convention.
And the delegates to which shall be;
All memhers, either now or in the
past, of the legislative, executive or
judicial branches of our national,
state or territorial governments.
All members of any patriotic, historical or educational society of our
country.
All members of our clergy.
I do also hereby appoint the folio
ing committee on organization:
Hon. Solomon Luna, chairman, Lo&
Lunas, N. M.; Most Rev. Peter Bour- gade, Archbishop of Santa Fe, Santa
Fe, N. M.; Hon. Miguel A. Otero, Santa Fe, N. M.; Hon. L. Bradford Prince,
Santa Fe, N. M.; Hon. H. J. Hager-man- ,
Rosweil, N. M.; Hon. R. E.
Twitchell, Las Vegas, N. M.; Hon. Ira
A. Abbott, Albuquerque,
N. M.; Dr.
W. G. Tight, Albuquerque N. M.
Also all officers of the Twenty-sevent- h
Annual New Mexico Territorial Fair Association.
The duties of this committee ahall
be to notify as many delegates as
possible of this convention, to serve
as a committee on credentials, and,
through its chairman, to call the convention to order.
Done at the Executive Office this,
the 28th day of August, A. D., 1907.
Witness my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico.
GEORGE CURRY.
By the Governor:
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Secretary of New Mexico.
-
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civil action Involving damages
included a writ of Injunction.
Stout
"brought suit against the mining com
pany because of alleged destruction
of his crops by the pollution of the
water of Mineral Creek from which
he irigated his farm, orchard . and
vineyard. The mining company erected a quartz or stamp mill and the tailings which were dumped Into the
creek polluted the water and destroyed Stout's crops. Judgment: was
rendered plaintiff In the - sum ; of
$1,350 ' s A motion for a new trial was
. . overruled : and
a writ of error then
sued out. The cause was ordered remanded back to the trial court to
hare the judgment amended from the
Mogollon Gold and Copper Mining Com

GURRY

tee

o'clock.

10

There were present:
Chief Justice William J. Mills, AsAft.
,r.,:nr. TVin
sociate Justice Frank W. Parker, Associate Justice William 11. Pope, Associate Justice Edward A. .Mann, and
Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott. Jcse
D. Sena, clerk of the court, was at
his post. The United States was rep
resented by Assistant United States
Attorneys David J. Leahy and E. L.
Medler, while the Territory was represented by Assistant Attorney General Robert C. Gortner.

GOVERNOR

To Be Held in Albuquerque
in October-Commiton
Organization.

The Supreme Court of New Mexico
continued iu session today, reconvening
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(Contlnued

on Page Eight)

THREE PRISONERS
ARE LIBERATED

Receive Pardons at
Hands of Gover-

nor Curry

Applications For Release
Signed 3y Trial Judges
and Many Others.
Governor Curry granted pardons
today to Tomas Barela and James
Nevius and yesterday to Jake Nether-land- ,
air three of whom had been
convicted of minor offenses, and sentenced to short terms in the Territo
rial penitentiary. The trio previous
to their conviction had, borne good
reputations and their pardons were
recommended 'by the trial judges,
prosecuting attorneys and other responsible citizens.
Netherland and Nevins with good
time allowance had practically served
out their sentences of imprisonment.
Netherland was convicted of the
larceny of a horse in October, 1905,
and was sentenced to serve three
Petitions for his
years in prison.
were
signed by practically
pardon
every county official in Chaves County, a large number of leading citizens of Rosweil, and Chaves County.
His pardon was also recommended by
Associate Justice William H, Pope,
the trial judge, District Attorney H.
(M).
Hervey, and former Attorney
General W. C. Reld, who participated
in the prosecutions of persons implicated dh the offense of which Netherland was convicted.
Superintendent
Marion Littrell of the penitentiary,
stated that the conduct of the prisoner had been excellent during confinement.
In the petitions it was stated that

Institute,

Rosweil,

I

1907-8- .

The commander of the battalion is ed five minutes after mess call, The
Coloni'l Warren S. Barlow, of the Unit- roll is called and they march to the
ed States army, retired, who was demess hall. The ranking captain is in
tailed for duty at the Institute a year
command. An hour is given for meal
ago.
time, The officer in command, after
The institute has been furnished by the meals are finished, culls the men
the ordnance department of the regu- to order.
They form in companies,
lar army with three and one-hal- f
inch march from the mess hall and are disbreech loading rifles with caissons missed on the regular parade ground.
and equipment complete. Full equip- The study halls formations are also
ment for four horses for each gun under charge of officers. The cadets
have also been furnished.
Artillery march into the study halls at the appractice is had twice a week with pointed time. The roll is called and
blank cartridges.
These guns and all absentees are either reported or
equipment are of the kiud used in promptly accounted for. It Is not posthe regular army, and were sent to sible for any cadet to shirk studies or
the institute from the Rock Island meals without being reported.
arsenal. The battalion of infantry is
The revilee is sounded at 0:10 in
armed with
rifles, 30-- the
morning, taps at 9:30 p. m. The
S. A. caliber, carrying also sword time of
the cadets from G: 10 in the
bayonets.
morning is occupied with drills,
Skirmish, company and battalion studies and recitations, except three
drill is the order of the day. Dress hours each day, which the cadets have
pa'ades are generally held Tuesdays. for themselves, but cannot le?.ve the
Thursdays and Sunday afternoons. institute grounds without permission.
Regular weekly inspections are held One of the instructors acts as officer
Saturday forenoon. These inspections in charge and makes a thorough inare preceded by guard mount.
spection of the quarters, while one
Formations After West Point Model. cadet officer acts as officer of the day
The mess formations are also upon and makes a similar inspection and
Reports are
the West Point Military Academy mod- similar report daily.
el. Mess call is sounded, the men fall in made to Colonel Barlow, the battalion
at the assembly call, which is sound commander.
Krag-Jorgcnse-

Netherland belongs to one of the NO PROSPECT OF
best families in the Pecos Valley;
STRIKE SETTLEMENT
that his record previous to said offense had always been good; that he
had been Influenced by older men Believed Telegraphers Will Prolong
who were principally responsible for
the wrongdoing of the prisoner; that
the prisoner was under twenty when
he got into the trouble through his

Trouble Until Congress Meets in
Hope of Securing Aid.

New York, Aug. 28, Prospects for
a mutually satisfactory settlement of
associates.
Barela was convicted in February, the telegraphers' strike appear to be
1907, of breaking into a saloon and no more promising today than they
was sentenced to serve a term of one were a week ago.
Officials of the Western Union Teleyear. He has a family in needy circumstances dependent upon him for graph Company stated positively tow!1h uo repsupport, and lie bore a good reputa- day that they will treat
tion previous to conviction. His par- resentatives of the labor organizations
On the
don was recommended by Associate under any circumstances.
declare
leaders
other
the
strike
hand,
trial
A.
the
Justice Edward
Mann,
on
judge, and Frank W. Clancy, prosecut- that none of their hopes are based
as
have
arbitration.
accepted
They
of
number
ing attorney, also a large
final the expressions of the company's
citizens.
Nevins was convicted of larceny in officials, they say, and are prepared to
until the next sesNovember, 1906, and sentenced to prolong the strike

serve one year. His pardon was recommended by Associate Justice Mann,
also by a large number of responsible,
citizens of Otero County. Nevius also
has a family dependent upon him for
With additional good time
support.
allowance, which he would have received had he been placed to work on
the Scenic Highway, as Superintendent Littrell had intended, he would
have received his liberty September 1.
Cousideringall these facts, and the
character of the indorsements on the
applications for pardon, as well as the
youth of the prisoners, Governor
Curry felt justified in having them
--

;

SCARLET FEVER
ATMAGDALENA
Epidemic

There Causes

Much

Un-

easiness Vigorous Steps Taken
to Stamp It Out.
Special to the New Mexican.
Magdalena, NY M., Aug. 28. A scarlet fever epidemic is causing much
uneasiness to parents in this community. Quite a number of cases are recorded by the physicians and the fever
is taking a severe form. There is talk
of postponing the opening of school
until the danger is over. A number
of cases are reported also at Kelly, a
mining town three miles from this
A rigid quarantine Is being
place.
maintained over all infected homes,
and it ia believed the fever will be
rapidly stamped out.

sion of Congress, if necessary.

ALLEGED MINE
FAKIRS CONVICTED
of
Lost Bullion
Found
Guilty of Using
pany
Mails to Defraud.

Promoters

Com-

Denver, Colo., Aug. 28. After being out but a few hours, the jury in
the case of the United States against
C. L. Blackman et al., promoters of
the Lost Bullion Spanish Mines Company, last night returned a verdict
finding the defendants guilty of using
the mails to defraud. The defendants
besides Blackman were A. E. Knae-belR. C. Hunt, Arthur Levan, D. H.
Lawrence, D. P. Pinkus and Edward
Sebben, all of Denver; W. B. Cameron, of Boulder, and George S. DuBois
and Lee DuBois, of Silver City, New
Mexico.
Pinkus and Hunt, while
found guilty on the first two counts,
were recommended for clemency. The
court
granted the defendants until
September 12 to apply for a new trial.

s,

MUTINY THREATENED
ON CRUISER RALEIGH

SECRETARY TAFT
JOLTED IN WRECK
Train on Which
Jumps Track

He Is a Passenger
No One Was Hurt

Delayed Several Hours.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 28.

,.

Passen-

ger train No. 12, on the St. Louis and
San Francisco Railroad, carrying Secretary Taft and party, was wrecked
last evening at Spring Hill, (Kansas,
twenty-sevemiles southeast of here.
A defective switch caused the mail
car and coaches following to leave the
track. Beyond a shaking up, no noe
was injured. A delay of several hours
was the onty Inconvenience, and this
necessitated a change in the prog' win
arranged for the Secretary while In
Kansas City. The auto trip about the
city was declared off, and the public
reception at the Hotel Baltimore was
held an hour later than originally
n

Honolulu, Hawii, Aug. 28. Officers
and men of the United States cruiser
Raleigh complain of having no shore
leave for the past two months.
As a result there is almost a mutiny planned.
aboard and the coaling of the cruiser
has been delayed.
Try a New Mexican.

Want Aa.
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DEVELOPMENT IN THE
PECOS DISTRICT.
he extensive deposits of copper
ores south and east of this city In the
Pecos range, are attracting the attention of mining men and it looks as If
considerable work in their development would take place from now on.
Much prospecting and also some real
mining have been done in the Macho
and Indian Creek Canons and also on
the Upper Pecos River, That great
masses of ores carrying gold and copper exist in the mining districts in
that section has been pretty well established,
by actual
development
work.. So far, however, on account of
lack of transportation the mining
properties there have not 'been worked to advantage or to profit. A change
for the better seems to be coming.
This would be a great benefit to the
business of this city as it is nearest
to these properties' and would naturally supply the needs of the miners
and do the business df the merchants
of Santa Fe will take the matter up
and act energetically and businesslike. Several sales of mining properties in the districts named are on the
tapis and the consummation of some
of them seems assured.
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28,
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THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.
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JOHN
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MINING

PUBLISHERS.

STAUFFER,

Sec'y-Trea-

Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice

Entered as Second Class

RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily, per week, by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
C5
mail
month,
by
Daily, per
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mall
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

3.75
2.00
1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican Is the oldest n ewspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, an d has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressiv e people of the Southwest.

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL IRRI- GATION CONGRESS.
The fifteenth annual Irrigation Congress, which will meet in Sacramento,
California, next week, may prove of
benefit and importance to the sections
of the United States where irrigation
is practiced and is a paramount question. Some good has been accomplished by the deliberations and resolutions adopted in previous Congresses and unless the politicians aud
promoters of irrigation
(schemes control the coming gathering
it may be that good will come from it.
Of recent years there have been too
much junketing and too much
by speakers and
politicians who knew precious little about irrigation matters and real
irrigation, but who talked to get themselves before the people and to bask
THE

g

n

g

in

their

own

Prac-

tical and experienced irrigation engineers and irrigators should make up
the bulk of the members of such a
body, as they will know what Is required and what is best for the advancement of what is called the .arid
West, and where irrigation is necessary and ever will be in many localities. The Denver Republican discusses
the question pertinently and seiu.Ibly,
more particularly from a
although
Colorado standpoint.
This Is right
enough, as in many localities in the
Centennial State irrigation is of paramount consequence and has made
many extensive sections of it prosperous and rich and to blossom like the
proverbial rose of Sharon. Says tha
Republican:
"The next National Irrigation Congress, to assomble in Sacramento during the first week of September, will
probably be largely attended, especially by delegates from the Pacific coast
states. An effort has been made to
give a practical- - character to its deliberations by requesting the appointment of farmers and others directly
interested in irrigated agriculture or
who may desire information on that
subject from persons well informed.
"Conventions of this kind are too,
frequently made up of men who attend them rather for the sake of the
outing than on account of any real interest in the subjects to be considered
or ability to contribute to the fund of
information. As a result they have in
some instances been productive of little or no good. But the approaching
prove
Congress may be expected
more valuable if a majority of its delegates consist of men who take a genuine interest in the problems of irrigation.
UtV
"Irrigation is an old story to the
citizens of States like Colorado, where
it is the cornerstone of agriculture
and where it has been considered w ith
more or less care for many years. 33ut
in this familiarity with the subject
there is danger that some phases of
its problems will be overlooked, and
hence a convention conducted cn
strictly practical lines ought, to be
helpful.
"Take, for example, one of the high
ly developed agricultural sections of
this State. Northern Colorado has be
come almost a paradise o' beiuty and
productiveness. The farmers are pros
perous to a degree hr.rd'v to be seen
anywhere else in thu jvovld. They tre
practical Irrigators, and through the
application of their knowledge, com
blned with industry and enterprise,
they have made their part of the Statu
what it is. Yet they know that all
rhe problems of irrigation have not
been solved.
"The more efficient use nf water is
one of these problem1!, for by making
v t ter do as much as possible through
its careful and economical application
to land, according fo the needs of the
particular srop to be watered, the
area might be greatly enlarged.
Where there is a scarcity of water th's
lesson of economical application is
soon learned, and in studying the
problem farmers who have been compelled to economize can make many
suggestions of value to those who
have the lesson still to learn.
"Every Irrigation Congress should
be an exchange of ideas among practical irrigators, and this, it is hoped,
will be true of the one to assemble in
Sacramento within a few days."

t

A PROSPERITY

"PANIC."

out by Wall
Despite the reports sent
street financiers, who, by the way, are
often financial fakers, that a money
results
panic is pending and that direliable- to
are
in the world of finance
occur at any moment, the real business and the genuine industries of this
great country are proceeding nicely
and without interruption. Indeed, theoutlook for the remainder of the prea-

ent year is first class and if bountiful crops are the results of 1908, conditions will be still better.
Under the heading "A Prosperity
Panic," the Kansas City Journal discusses the situation in an interesting
and convincing way, holding that the
consensus of opinion on the part of
110,000 bankers,
manufacturers and
business men from all parts of the
country ought to constitute an accurate measure of commercial conditions,
both present and prospective. Such a
compilation has been made and issued by the Commercial National
Bank of Chicago, and, in the words of
the official statement itself, "the overwhelming preponderance of evidence
is that the business situation is sound
This should reasand satisfactory."
sure the timid ones who tremble every
time the "Big Stick" waves and causes
a flurry in Wall street; and it is one
of the anomalies of the situation that
even on the stock market the assaults
of the President should cause such
palpitation. Nothing could more forcibly illustrate the precarious and illusory basis of the speculative market,
subject to instant fluctuation at the
slightest pretext, sensitive to every
rumor, waiting with bated breath for
every crop report and official state
ment.
The solid, safe, sane and substantial
business of this country is not to be
affected every time some high official
makes a speech. These 30,000 busi
ness men look forward with confi.
dence to a continuation of
prosperity,
yernaps not at the feverish pace of
the past year or more, which has absorbed in extensions of productive and
distributive facilities billions upon billions of dollars until the mobile cap- udi oi me world has been drained.
But these business men declare that
there is enough left to last for some
time to come, and by that time the
turns from the investments of the
past
year or more will provide more investment capital.
The money market is "tteht" ami
the stock markets are
flutering simply because the opportunities for more
remunerative investment are so great
that capital is not seeking precarious
Investment or low Interest securities.
that Is why gilt edged municipal se
curities have gone begging when at
another time they would be eageriv
snapped up. All the "panic" there is
is a prosperity "panic."
Timelv at.
tentlon is called to the fact that, if the
cost of living has increased, it is
large
ly due to the increased cost of production, due to Increased wages and
decreased hours of labor, added to the
unprecedented demand which has
taxed the productive capacities of the
supplying sources. Satisfactory crop
conditions insure the continuance of
prosperity in all lines and the country
has every reason to regard the future
with hopefulness.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

TIE

ATTORNEYSAT-LAW- .

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law.

New Mexico

Santa Fe

OF SANTA

G. W. PRICHf tiD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and v gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

BENJAMIN

The oldest banking Institution
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.

Capital Stock

JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

Surplus and Undivided Profits

$15,000.

$63,500.

Sena Block, Pa'.aco Avenue.

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches. Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security.
Buys and sells bonds and stocks in all markets for
its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.

makes telegraphic transfers of money to ail ports of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
aciencv. public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's term.

A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at Law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
.

Demlng

New Mexico.

Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as it
with safety and the p rinciples of sound banking. Safety Deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully
'

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Pf opt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

"If Governor Curry continues in the
GEORGE B. BARBER,
manner he has started there is little
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
question as to the success of his adLincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
ministration. The appointments he
Practice in the District Court and
has made thus far are of the class
Courts of the Territory.
Supreme
that will bring confidence In all quarAttention Given to All
Prompt
ters, and will assure the material adBusiness.
vancement of the Territory."

After all, the newspapers of the
Sunshine Territory are getting along
pretty well without the Associated
Press news, and it looks as if the absence of such is not quite as much of
a hardship as was at first thought.
Nevertheless, it is an outrage on the
"plain people," and the newspapers of
the country that they should suffer because there is a row between two teleTRADUCERS STILL AT WORK.
graph companies and the TelegraCharges have been made to the au- phers' Union. In some instances in
thorities in Washington that affairs, this great country, it looks very much
administrative, executive and judi- as if the "plain people" had no rights
cial, in New Mexico are in very bad which corporations or labor unions
However, the "plain
shape and that justice cannot he hart need respect.
especially by corporations and by liti- - PeI)le" are becoming restive and very
gants in important matters. These mucn dissatisfled with this Very uncharges the New Mexican undprstnnrta satisfactory and detrimental state of
Is really
are not specific, but
general, and paint affairs. When their temper
me whole "outfit" of officials holding aroused and they act, both sides to
commissions, Federal or Territorial, in this controversy will wish that they
very oaa colors. Some of these have "hadn't."
been made by a couple of Wall street
"Has any one heard of any resignamen, evidently for their own personal
tion being handed in by members of
advantage and profit.
Everybody
Assume
knows that this class of men care for the Bureau" of Immigration?
nothing except for themselves and tha a dignity equaling the occasion for
devil may take the hindmost. Every once, gentlemen, and pass in your
dollar they can squeeze out of any checks." Pecos Valley News.
No, they are not that kind, although
community they have business In they
squeeze, and like Shylock not only de- a majority of them know very well
mand a pound of flesh, but also the that they are unfitted for the positions
ounce of blood and get it if they can. and that they were simply selected to
The New Mexican understands that do the bidding of the fake reform
regardless of public policy
among the allegations showing how
interests of the Terribest
the
and
matters
In
are
the
Sunshine
corrupt
Territory, they claim that in the re- tory. Personal anlmos and spite also
cent Legislative Assembly blackmail had something to do with their acceptwas attempted or their interests would ance of office. However, in due course
suffer accordingly. The shoe seems to of time there will be a change for the
be on the other foot in this charge, as better.
it was openly charged during the session that the reverse was the case
The political atmosphere in New
and that the shoe fit the other foot. Mexico Is clearing and it is gratifyOf course in such charges on either ing to note this pleasant change. The
side, no positive proof can be had un- methods of Russian espionage and
are no
less by absolute judicial or legislative secret police skullduggery
The longer encouraged, as was the case
Investigation, and under oath.
New Mexican calls attention to this for under the fake reform administration
one purpose only, and that Is to show that injured the Territory and Its peohow unjustly and unfairly officials and ple during part of 1906 and 1907.

In 1870.

Assistant Cashier.

says:

n

'FE.

M. READ

BONHAM & WADE,
Attorneys at Law.
Practice In the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
GOVERNOR CURRY'S COURSE ALL Probate Courts and before the
U, S.
RIGHT.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Governor Curry has the support of Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
the respectable newspapers of New
Mexico and especially of all those ReE. C. ABBOTT,
publican in politics. This is an indiAttorney at Law.
cation that he will have loyal support
Practices in the District and Suin the executive office if his actions
Prompt and careful
come up to the expectations of the preme Courts.
to
attention
all business.
given
people, which this paper believes will
New Mexico.
be the case. He has not yet been in Santa Fe
office three weeks and so far- - both his
s
actions and
A. B. RENEHAN,
have been
commendable. Of course, it is expectPractices in the Supreme and Dised that the Territorial officials ap- trict Courts.
Mining and Land Law
pointed under the Hagerman fake re- a Specialty. Office in Catron Block,
form machine and whose appoint- Santa Fe, N. M.
ments are distasteful to the people
and who are not deserving of retention
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
of office, will in due course of time be
(Late Surveyor General.)
asked to vacate for the good of the
Attorney at Law.
commonwealth
but all In due course
New Mexico...
Santa Fe
of time. Concerning present condiLand and Mining Business a Specialty.
tions the Carrizozo Outlook

WILL YOU BE GOOD?
About as rich a morsel of humor as
has appeared of late in the Territorial
press is found in a recent issue of
the Industrial Advertiser, a Democratic weekly newspaper published at
Albuquerque. It should be read carefully by all interested, and the New
Mexican admonishes them one and all
to be good thereafter, and to heed the
warnings of the paper in question. If
they do not wish to go to the demnl-tiobow wows. Says the Advertiser:
"The Advertiser is opposed, at all
times, to unnecessary Federal interference, to carpetbagglng, and to all
other political nuisances invented by
Republican politicians, but It can find
no reasonable objection to an investigation of frauds committed against
the Federal government by men sent
in here for that purpose. The land
frauds of New Mexico should be fully
investigated, and the guilty punished
to the full extent of the law, because
those violating the law did so while
the Advertiser was making vigorous
protest, and they cannot be excused
by Ignorance."

BAJSI

in New Mexico. Established

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Presl dent.

Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Office:

FIRST pTIOJIAL.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.

Q THE

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at Law.
District Attorney for Second Judicial

L

District.
the District Court and
he Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United States Supreme
Practices

in

A

Court in Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

I

R

MARK B. THOMPSON
Attorney-at-La-

District

Attorney,
Eighth District,
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero

Las Cruces

Washington Avenue

ill

E

New Mexico

HOTEL

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexlcau Frlnt- Ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

L. BACA,

ROMAN

Real Estate and Mines.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
Office Griffin
Bldg., Washington
Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.

II CAFE

OSTEOPATHY.

--

3

I

OR. CHARLES

A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.

No. 103

Palace

Ave.

THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO GET A GOOD MEAL.

Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m.,
p. m. 'Phone 156.
2

If

You Have Not Taken a Meal
Will Pay to Do so- - - Why Not

5

H. B. HOLT,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Practices in the District Courts as
well as before the Suprcm- - Court of

GOOD ROOMS

the Territory.

at The (Coronado) it
Join These. People.

WITH ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES.

Short orders upon short notice,
customers. COME, COME, COME.

We cater to the appetites of our

CONY T. BROWN,
'x

Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico

G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.

School of Mines.
New Mexico.

Socorro

Vies
CORBET & SMYTHE,
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
East side Plaza. - Santa Fe, N. M.

mat

(Homestead Entry wo. 7143.)
Department of the Interior.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
August 19, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Pulidor
Olivas, of Cuba, N. M., has filed notice of his Intention to make final five
year proof In support of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry No. 7143, made July
28. 1902, for the N
NE
section
1-- 2

urn .twin

GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO

FOR

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

PENN MUTUAL

OF PHILADELPHIA,
Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

Co., of JJcw York

Rational Surety

1-- 4

SE
section 22, Township
27, W
21 N, Range 2 E, and that said proof
will be made before H. W. S. Otero,
2

I

insQBHiicE

4

Court Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

'

United States court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

1907.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of the land, viz:
Espirldion Olivas, of Coyote, N. M.,
Jesus Maria Sanchez, of Espanola, N.
M., Flores Vigil, of Coyote, N. M., Pla-cidArchuleta, of Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

DIAMONDS

o

H.

r

VDNT7

Ma.n-u.faet'u.ze-

RIGHT PRICES

MEXICAN

WATCHES

of

FILIGREE

Eyes Tested and

Fitted by
many citizens have been accused, and
RIGHT GOODS
how the good name and fair fame of
As Puck says, "What fools these
-Methods
Butchers' shipping certificates, such RIGHT SERVICE
the people In general and of New Mex- mortals be." United States Senator
ico as a whole has suffered by the das- "Pitchfork" Tillman receives $200 for as are required by law, printed in '
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE
tardly and cowardly conduct of Ir- each of the sensational lectures he de- blank form by the New Mexican
246 San Francisco St. Santa Fe, N. M. ..,
livers.
.
Printing Company.
responsible and selfish traducers.

JEWELRY

I

WEDNESDAY,
The

New

AUGUST

Mexican

28,

Prlntinr;

SASTTA

1907.

CRYING FOR HELP.

Com-

pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of jus- Lots of it In Santa Fe But Dally Growing Less.
tices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, In
The kidneys cry for help.
either Spanish or English, made of
Not an organ in the whole body so
good record paper, strongly and durably bound with leather back and delicately constructed.
Not one so important to health.
covers an dcanvas sides, have full
The kidneys are the filters of the
Index In front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed blood.
When thev fail the blood becomes
In full on the first page. The pages
foul
and poisonous.
are 10
Inches. These books are
There can be no health where there
made up in civil and criminal dockets, separate of 32 pages each, or is poisoned blood.
Backache is one of the first indiwith botn civil and criminal bound in
one book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal.
To introduce them they
are offered at the following prices:
.
Civil or criminal
$2.75
Combined civil and criminal. .. .$4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
order.
full must accompany
State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

Herewith are some oargalns offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company:. Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $0; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 18D9, 1901 and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leader, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Pftiet Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, inclusive, $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
New Mexico Reports full sheep, $6.50;
full list school blanks.

cations of kidney trouble.
It is the kidney's cry for help. Heed
it.

Doan's Kidney Pills are what is
wanted.
Are just what overworked kidneys
need.
They strengthen ant invigorate the
kidenys; help them to do their work;
never fail to cure any case of kidney
disease.
Read the proof from a Santa Fe cit
izen.
Mrs. M. S. Zimmerman, living at
331 San Francisco street, Santa Fe,
"I have an exceedingly
N. M., says:
good opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills,
and my estimation of thi3 remedy is
based on personal knowledge of the
great, value it has proved to a number
of my friends and acquaintances. Of
this fact I am positive, that those who
suffer from kidney complaint will consult their own interests1 by giving
Doan's Kidney Pills a trial."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
n

Letter heads, bill 'heads, note heads,
DeWitt's Little Early Risers don't envelores, of all sizes printed and sold
sicken or gripe. Small Pills, easy to by the New Mexican Printing
take. Said by The Ireland Pharmacy.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
NEW

ROSWELL,

MEXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.

I

Established

and

Supported

by the Territory.

EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
Colleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments, modern and
electric-lighted- ,
all conbaths ,water-workcomplete; steam-heateveniences.
TUITION,

BOARD

Session

and LAUNDRY, $250 per session.

Is

three terms of thirteen weeks each.

ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above sea level; well
Sunshine every day from September to June.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A. Fin-la- y
and E. A. Cahoon.

watered.

For

particulars, address

COL. J. W. WILSON, Supt.

0J0CALIEJSTE HOT SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficiency of these watlocated In the midst of the Ancient ers has been thoroughly tested by
miles west the miraculous cures attested to in the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheua
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Grande Railroad, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,
daily line of stages runs to the springs. La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc.
The temperature of, these waters Is etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50
$50 per
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week;
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate month.
Stage meets Denver trains
very dry .and delightful the year and waits for Santa Fe train upon reround. There Is now a commodious quest. This resort is attractive at all
hotel for the convenience of invalids, seasons and is open all winter. Pasand tourists. People suffering with sengers for Ojo Callente can leave
cancer, and other con- Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo
consumption,
tagious diseases, are not accepted. Caliente at 4 p. m., the same day.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further
address.
the richest alkaline Hot Springs in
e

Bar-anc-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Ojo Caliente, Taos County,

Ff

.M

OUR FLAG
OTTO RETSCH,

Proprietor.

PABST'S BLUB RIBBON The Beer of Quality.
ANY QUANTITY

FROM A PINT UP.

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

BATH POWDER
Perfumed
A
Luxury for the Bath.
Softens Hard Water. Better
"owthan Perfume. 25 baths,
A CAN

j cenra.

W7HEN

i

i

SANTA FE, N.

RICE POWDER
Best Toilet powder. Anusepticafly
pure. Relieves sunburn and
chafing. Best tor
-25
babv.
STORES --

AT ALL
OR MAILED BY US.

s.

in need of

"

A CAN

It will positively bring results.

J

1
any-V- V

thing on Earth ttv a

NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

M.

Ffl NEW MEXICAN

SANTA FE. N. M.

PAGE THREE

NEW MEXICANS WED
NARROW ESCAPE
IN LOS ANGELES
FROM DROWNING
Madrid Men Overtaken by cloudburst
in Canon Other News From
Busy Mining Camp.

Well Known Young People of Valencia County Enter Upon Sea of
Matrimony.

Special to the New Mexican.
Laguna, X. M., Aug. 28. A double
Ala-riwedding took place recently at Los
Madrid, N. M., Aug. 28. Fred
and D. Lopez had a narrow escape Angeles, California, which deeply confrom drowning a few days ago while cerns the families of a number of the
driving from Cerrillos to Madjld. most prominent people of this and several of the surrounding towns. Max
They were overtaken by a cloudburst
In Robber's Canon, which swept away Weiss, of Lagtina, was married to Miss
Nathe wagon and horses.
They were Rose RIbo, of San Francisco, and
to
than
married
was
of
Blbo,
Grants,
carriud several hundred yards dovn
the canon by the torrent, but finally Miss Julia B. Uri, also of San Franmanaged to reach a place of safely. cisco.
The parties concerned are related to
The wagon and team also escaped. It
was an exciting experience which the A. Solomon Bibo and Simon Blbo,
who were present at the wedding,
men will long remember.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Hunt, accom- (lus Weiss and Mrs. H. Danabaum, of
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Alarid, Cubero, were also guests at the wedcontemplate a trip to anta Fe the lat- ding. The young couples are spending their honeymoon at Ocean Park,
ter part of this week.
The Albuquerque and Cerrillos Coal but are expected home in a few days.
Company is working all the coal minEczema.
ers In and around Madrid and expect
For the good of those suffering with
to put on a larger force when winter
eczema or other such trouble, I wirh
sets in.
John W. Sullivan, of Hagan, passed to say, my wife tad something of that
through here Sunday on his way kind and after using the doctor's remedies for some time concluded to try
home.
The Madrid baseball team is anx- Chrmberlain's Salve, and it proved to
ious for a game with Santa Fe. It be better than anything she had tried.
has challenged the Capital City club For sale by all druggists.
several times but has received no response.
FORGER BREAKS
Cus Olson, formerly of this camp,
JAIL AT TEXICO
but now working in Colorado, was a
recent visitor here.
N. Chatfield, of Indiana, has taken a Used Two by Four to Pry Bars Apart
Cashed Bogus Check for $90 on
position in the store of the Madrid
Saloon Keeper.
Mercantile Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Alarid were visiTexico, X. M., Aug. 28. Newton
tors at Albuquerque last week,
C. Forte, an Italian coal miner of Gatbury, of Sager, Texas, who was
Colorado, is a new arrival in the being held In jail here to answer to a
charge of forgery for having passed a
camp.
The annual feat of the Catholic bogus check for $00 on the Dewitt and
Church was held Sunday. Vesper Company saloon, broke jail Sunday
services took place Saturday evening night by prying apart the bars of his
and high mass was said Sunday morn- cell with a piece of two by four. He
ing by Father Robeyrolle, of Santa Fe. was not missed until the jailer opened
The choir consisted of Misses Helen up the bast lie Monday morning.
He had in his possession the return
Mire, Maria Alderete, Carlota Ellison
and Frank Ortiz, with Miss Garnish as half of a railroad ticket to Amarillo,
pianist. Everything went off a3 ar- and the officers there have been notiranged and much credit is due Fred fied of the escape.
Alarid, who arranged the program.
FORMER SANTA FE
EDUCATOR DIES IN DENVER
For twenty-fiv- e
cents you can now
insure yourself and family against any
Edward A. Playter, formerly princibad results from an attack of colic or
diarrhoea during the summer months. pal of the Santa Fe High School and
Tbat is the price of a bottle of Cham- a highly learned and cultured young
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea man, died a few days ago at the
Hospital In Denver as
Remedy, a medicine that has never Homeopathic
been known to fail. Buy it now, -- it the result of an abscess on the brain.
may save life, for sale by all druggists. At the time of his demise he was a
member of the faculty of the Manual
Training High School of that city.
MOUNTAINAIR
Professor Playter left here for Den
GROWING RAPIDLY ver three years ago. A brother living
in Seattle, Washington, is the only
Destined to Be One of Leading Towns surviving relative, and he went to
Denver immediately upon learning of
of Estancia Valley No Saloons
The remains
his brother's death.
Allowed.
were buried in the Queen City of the
Plains.
Special to the New Mexican.
The deceased held the degree of B.
28
N.
The
M.,
Mountainair,
Aug.
A.
from Columbia University. He had
population of this town and communwarm friends in this city who
many
more
in
doubled
has
than
the
ity
past six months. That the business will hear with regret of his untimely
interests of this section are in a thriv- death.
ing condition is shown by the fact that
James Preston Dunlavy, proprietor of HORSE AND CATTLE
THIEVES BUSY AT TEXICO
the Dunlavy store, has had to more
than double his stock of merchandise,
Texico, N. M., Aug. 28 Horse and
and W. M. McCoy, of McCoy and Company, general merchandise, has just cattle thieves during the past ten days
viplaced an order for nearly $5,000 have been unusually active in this
worth of goods with Albuquerque cinity. Monday night J. M. Scott lost
wholesalers.
The close connection two valuable mules and others report
with Albuquerque made possible by the loss of horses and cattle. Notice
will throw a great of the thefts has been sent to the
the Beten cut-ofto
deal of trade
that point and will surrounding towns, and a close watch
put the town in close touch with El is being kept for the thieves.
Paso and California points.
This place has adopted a temperSUMMER DRINKS.
ance platform and no saloons are alspent several
Having recently
lowed on the townsite.
Large sums hundred dollars putting in new work-boarhave been offered the city fathers for
and np to date system of drawthe saloon privilege, but with the best ing beer, we make the claim of servwater in the Territory the people of ing as good beer as can be bad at
this place believe that they can raise the swellest bars in the east. Phone
their boys better without grog.
94. The Club.
John W. Corbett, United States
Court Commissioner at, Willard, has
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
his permanent home here. Mr. CorThe Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
bett has a fine ranch home and ,has been repulnted, and refurnished, and
done much to help the interests of the Is now one of the best In the Territown. He is also an old newspaper tory. They handle everything in the
man and knows the modus operandi of eating line from both eastern un'J
how to advertise a good thing, which western market. A call will convince
he has done well in the interests of ron that
tay know th trailneaa.
his home town.
Mountainair is able to build cheaper
IT'S COLD HERE.
Our beer sales have almost doubled
than any other place In the Territory,
Two saw mills are in operation with- since installing a modeern sanitary
in twelve miles of town and bulldog system.' You can always find a little
material is laid down here from $5 to cold bottle here of either Blue Rib$10 cheaper on the thousand than at bon, Schlltz or Lemps. 'Phono. 94.
other places. A great deal of lumber The Club.
for railroad construction is also
shipped from here.
Blank certificates ot births and
deaths required to be furnished by
Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspep- physicians, midwlves, nurses and other
sia is a preparation of vegetable acids attendants at suci occurrences, for
and contains the same juices found in sale at the New Mexican Printing Ofa Jjealthy stomach. It "digests wL ;t fice. Low rates and In quantities to
you eat. Sold by The Ireland
suit. Either in the English or Spanish languages.
AH orders will receive prompt attention
SILVER CITY RAISES
LICENSES OF SALOONS
HOT SPRINGS WATER.
We make a specialty of handling
Silver City, N. M., Aug. 28. At a
toot summer months the
recent meeting of the City Councl a'J during the
celebrated
Potash
Sulphur Water
and
was
ordinance
approved by from
passed
A well
Hot
Arkansas.
Springs,
Mayor Percy Wilson increasing the
kidknown
and
for
stomach,
specific
to
$600 per
salopn license from $150
Club.
trouble.
The
94.
Phone
ney
annum.
This change was made in order to
make up the decrease In school revenue caused by the repeal of the gambling tax which has been going to the
J
public schools.
(Special
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DeW'tfB Carbolized Witch Hazel
Salve i netrates the pores and heals
quickly. Sold by The Ireland
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STUDY T HE MAP.
The natural point on the New A., T. & S. F. Cutoff for the distribu-- e
lion of freight, having the advantag of the easy grades and short route
to the East and West, and direct com munication will all points In the Ter- -

ritory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut-of- f
is open,
Surrounded by a fine fanning countr y. The purest water in New Mexico.
The geographical center of Torrance County and of New Mexico. The
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through Now Mexico,
Willard is a growing town. Willard will make a City. Study the Map.
For information, cal on or address
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE.
WILLARD, N. M.
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Santa Fe Livery Stable

t

THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.

1 LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE 1
FIR8T-CLA8- 8

GOOD SADDLE

g

CARRIAGE 8 ER VICE
HOR8B8

FINE R1G3

PHONE 132.

V

f

j

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

S

ADOLPH SELIGMAN
Special Summer Sale of

LADIES PjUSUJtt

UJJDERVEAR

White Goods, Laces and Embroideries.

ADOIPH SELIGMAN
M. W,
257 San

piegelberg- Fran

Indian ami mexicE n

Cisco

Street.

ires

am

Ms

Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquois, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.
Blankets,

Kodaks and Photo Stspplie
ART PICTURES
We make a specialty

AND

FRAMING

of

PBVBI,OPING, PRINT
INQ and ENLARGING. Mail Orderi Given Promp
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
HOWLAND

&

DEWEY COMPANY,

326 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal. 510S. Broadway

The New Mexican Printing Company has the largest, most modern
and best arranged book bindery in the
T'u
Southwest.
best kind of work
only turned out. Prices very low anr1
satisfaction guaranteed. If you hav,
books to bind, whether the largest
ledger or journal, or magazines and
pamphlets or need any other binding
.

ThA Now Mat1o9.ii

nm.

Printing

pany is prepared to furnish cards de
vlslte for ladles or gentlemen on
short notice, in first class style at
reasonable prices, either engraved or
Call on the New Mexican
printed.
A well decorated

windO"' makes a
good showing to people taking in the
sights, but advertising your wares in
call for figures, samples and prices of the New Mexican makes a better
the New Mexican Printing Company. showing and atracts more attention.
The company is anxious to serve you
and will give you satisfactory rates.
DeWitfa Kidney and Bladder Pills
are best for backache and weak
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
Try a New Mexican Want Ad.
kid-ney-

Cures Backachy

Corrects
Irregularities
Do. not risk having
Will cure any case of Kidney or Bladder Disease not Bright's Disease
or Diabetes
beyond the reach of mtdicinc. No medicine can do more.
j

IRELAND'S

PHARMACY.

s.
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also, if you come and look over our New Fall Samples,
as they are the Swellest in town.

ORDER YOUR SUITS NOW.
There is a Dash and Style About out
Garments that appeals to every
man who enjoyes the appearance of success

Evey One of Oat Made to
Order Stilts Bears the Sam.
pie of merit, and Remember we Gtirantee every
Garment From Stuff
to Stiches

NATHAN SALMON.
DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEX 1CAN

WHITER

lone
of the

GROCERY

Fruits
coffee

Vcgetabks

of All linds in

equal

WHITE
HOUSE r.
COFFEE

Season.

V.

BUTTER.

M

fve fried f

Hem

sir

A

Judge 0. T. Toombs, of Clayton, was
la Las Vegas yesterday on business.
Mrs. Lord went to the Valley ranch,
on the Upper Pecos, on this morning's
train for a few days' visit. .
Miss Edith Turner, of Grand Junction, Colorado, Is In the city visiting
her cousin, Mrs. Alan R. McCord.
of BerThos. S. Hub-bellnalillo County, arrived from Albuquerque yesterday and registered at the
Claire.
Alfredo Delgado returned today
from Pojoaque, where he went to see
his aunt, Mrs. C. Weidner, who is ill
of pneumonia.
Mrs. David J. Leahy, wife of the
assistant United Slates attorney at Las
Vegas, has gone to Raton on a. visit to
her sister, Mrs. J. Leahy.
Captain D. J. Leahy, assistant United States attorney, came to the city
last evening from Las Vegas to attend
to official business here.
Colonel E. W. Dobson, an Albuquerque lawyer, was among those who
reached the city last evening to attend the Territorial Supreme Court.
Attorney A. C. Voorhees'of Raton, is
In the city on legal business before
the supreme and district courts. Mr.
Voorhees is one of the "old timers" of
the Gate City.
A. B. McMillen, an Albuquerque attorney and president of the Territorial
V)nt Ationnlntlnu nmc in tmvn trr1av nn
legal business. He was a guest at the
Palace Hotel.
Sheriff Perfecto Armljo and Probate
Judge Jesus Romero, of Bernalillo
County, arrived in the city today at
noon from Albuquerque. They called
on Governor Curry while here and met
friends and acquaintances.
Judge Charles Blanchard, of Las
Vegas, passed through the city today
Mr.
en route to San Juan County.
Blanchard and Treasurer Eugenio Romero, of San Miguel County, are interested in coal lands west of the La
Plata River.
Judge A. L. Kendall, former postmaster, and an old resident of Cerril-lo'- s
has gone to California, where he
He has
will remain for some time.
been suffering with heart trouble lately and was advised to go to a lower altitude. He is negotiating to sell his
residence at Cerrlllos, and may make
his home permanently in California.
The wedding of Miss Bertha Staab,
daughter of A. Staab, of this city, to
Max Nordhaus, of Las Vegas, will take
on
afternoon,
place
Thursday
September 5, in this city. Owing to
tne very serious illness or tne motner
of the groom, the wedding will be very
quiet and only the immediate family
will be present during the ceremony.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, one of the
leading lawyers of the Territory, came
to the city last evening to look after
business before the present session of
the Territorial Supreme Court and the
forthcoming term of the United States
District Court here. Mr. Spiess has
rooms at the Claire. Mr. Spiess is the

j

,

Specialty.

All

women use,

Woman who suffer from severe headaches, and all disea-e- s
dae to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley Marble
Falls, Tex. writes: IflndHer-bin-e
the best liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world oi
good. I recommend It to my

friends."

- PRICE 50c.

Boys and Young Mens School Suits,

ST. LOUIS,

Sold

COME AND SEE THEM.

MO.

and Recommended by

o

P. 0. Box 219.

FISCHER DRUG STORE.

For

Half

a

Centory

tbe

Leading

Phone No. 36.
House in

Goods

Dry

.

tne City.

Furniture Company.
New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing
Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Ranges and Desks, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
306--

8

San Francisco St.

Night Call 'Prion

'Phone

N.

1-

10.

-

SlMs1taMMHriiBHiBMHiMaMil

When You Want to Buy,
Sell cr

Fxclsrf e

HOUSEHOLD

Keep Busy Until Ycu Find

J

D. S. LOWITZKI

PRICE $3.00.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

Large Stock

of Picture Moulding.

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company

Rogforctivo

Reference: Quality of Blocks Produced.

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS

S.

Q-IE- O.

on Page Eight)

BLUNT,

IMI'Q-'H,- .

it-I-

The New Mexican' printing
pany keeps on hand a large

Phone

14.

Shelf and Heavy Hardware, Modern Plumbing and
Heating, Mining Supplies

Stoves

Wagon Covers

Ranges
Refrigerators
Ice Cream Freezers
Lawn Alowers
Garden Hose
Screen Doors
Window Screens
Outfits, Fishing

.

'Spend a vacation at Faywood Hot
s
first class and easy to
Springs,
reach.

14.

Iron Pipes and Fittings, Camp

We Have Jtist Received a New Line of

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

O

x

Every Suit Ordered Between
Aug. 19th. and Aug. 31st, inclusive we will Give You a Solid
Gold 14 karat Parker Fountain
Pen Gratis. Quick Action means a
fine Fountain Penatnoextracost,
A Hint to the Wise is Sufficient.

Sr. Snoop's

HARDWARE COMPANY

Glass
Varnishes
Wood Dyes
Kalsomine
Wallpaper
Brushes

BROTHERS CO.

careful

chairman of the commission to revise
the laws, which is now at work.
H. U. Mudge, second vice president
and general manager of the Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific Railway System, and party, consisting of Mrs.
Mudge, H. U. Mudge, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
William Bradbury and Earl S. Voor
hees, all of Chicago, who have been for
the past six weeks sojourning at the
summer home of Mr. Mudge, on the.
Upper Pecos, have gone home. They
went east yesterday. Their stay at
their summer home was very pleasant and restful.
Judge Henry L. Waldo arrived in
the city last evening and registered
at the Palace Hotel. He came on legal
business, also to meet Mrs. Waldo and
daughter, Miss Mamie, who have been
guests at the Palace Hotel for the past
two weeks, and who left this morning
for Las Vegas in company with Mr.
and Mrs. A. T. Rogers, the. latter being
the youngest daughter of Judge and
Mrs. Waldo.
The party had a very
pleasant sojourn in this city, where1
Mrs. Waldo and daughters have many
warm friends. They were for many
years residents of the Capital.
Hon. Alfred Grunsfeld, of Albuquerque, chairman of the board of county
commissioners of Bernalillo County,
and head of one of the largest wholesale firms in New Mexico, accompanied
by his pretty and sweet
little daughter, spent the day
here.
Mr.
Grunsfeld
on
called
Governor Curry and paid his respects
to the executive, and he and daughter
visited the penitentiary and United
States Indian training school, the
churches and other points of interest.
Mr. Grunsfeld is well and favorably
Weak Kidneys, surely point to weak kidney known In this
city and was for many,
Nerves. The Kidneys, like the Heart, and the
a valuable member of the Terriyears
Stomach, find their weakness, nut in the organ
torial Bureau of Immigration.
Itself, but in the nerves that control and guide
A. M. Bergere, who returned a few
and strengthen them. Dr. Snoop's Restorative Is
a medicine specifically prepared to reach these days ago from Long Beach, California,
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone, where he was with Mrs. Bergere and
is futile. It is a waste of time, and of money as
children, has recovered from his rewoll.
cent indisposition and has started acIf your back aches or Is weak, if the urine
at work in the insurance busiscalds, or is dark and strong, if you have symptoms tively
of Bright or other distressing or dangerous kid- ness in which he is interested and
ney disease, try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a month-Tab- lets which he has built up already to very
or Liquid and see what It can and will gratifying
proportions.
Being no
do for you. Druggist recommend and sell
longer an office holder, he will devote
all of his time to life and fire insurance and to surety bonds. He will
also deal more or less in real estate,
acting as agent for real' estate owners
and procuring loans on real estate.
His office is in the Catron block,
where he can be found during office
hours. Mr. Bergere has made his permanent home in this city and he and
his family will remain here permanently, which is gratifying to their
FISCHER DRUG STORE.
many friends and to the business men
of the city.

WOOD
Oil

1903.

SUIT ORDERS

(Continued

Paints

SELI6M

1907

28,

.

S. E. Cornet Plata, Santa Fe. telephone No. 40.

Phone

AUGUST

INCORPORATED

Weak
Kidneys

CO.

FOR

And

ESTABLISHED 1856.
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We are here to suit all men, an i we will suit you

THE LARGEST AND MOST

WEDNESDAY,

PERSONAL MENTION

AFeastofrallFabrics

erne
erne
me

JT. M.

Tackle,

Tents
Bedsheets

Hammocks
Harness
Saddles
Pumps
Cylinders

Ammunition, Rifles, Shot Guns, Pistols.

Com-

THE NEW MEXICO

assort-blank- s

are carefully prepared In accordance with statute and will be
Reductions
In
found satisfactory.
prices are made to those who purchase in quantity. Blanks necessary
In making homestead entries, or final
proof theron, desert land entries or
final proof thereon, coal declaratory
statements and In securing mining
claims also kept In stock and for sale
by the New Mexican Printing
The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to do the best of
brief work In short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers, who .de.
side to have their hrlefs printed rapidly and correctly and to present them
ourt now in session
to the Supreme
here on time, should call on the Nev.
Mexican Printing Company.
When In need of anything in the
printing line, such as wedding cards,
Invitations, briefs, call on the New
Mexican Printing Company, where
all work Is guaranteed.

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS.
Institution givtag an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasant-- y
situated is its own grounds of 400 acres in tho beautiful
An

'

Mesilla Valley.

I

Four full years of college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts, domestic
science and general science; short courses in agriculture, stenography, and
A faculty of 40 Instructors; 830
assaying- - S90,000 worth of equipment.
students now in attendance.
Military Instruction by an officer of the
U. S. Army.' Large Parade and athletic grounds. Commodious Girl's
Dormitory, undet the best management. An Ideal winter climate at an

altitude

-

,

of 3,800 feet..

J

LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. 0.) Agricultural College, N.

M.

WEDNESDAY,

AUGUST

28,

1907

It is better for you to

MINOR CITY TOPICS

GUAB.

Miss

Our Autumn Showing of Suitings Coatings
Fancy Vests direct from the Royal Tailors
of Chicago and the Kahn Tailoring Co., of
Indianapolis, will appeal to you. It is a pleasure to show you through ou line of over 603
of the latest and most fashionable patterns.
Our Idea of Smartness in dress meacs Fabrics
of Quality Patterns that are Neat, Correct
Style and a

i

The quarterly statement of the First
National
Bank of Santa Fe is published in today's New Mexican. It Is
of especial interest to patrons of the
bank and should be read by them,
Colonel George W. Prichard will en- tertain Governor Curry, the judges of
the Supreme Court and several other
guests at a stag dinner this evening
at the Prichard residence, on Palace
avenue.
Grasshoppers have appeared In this
vicinity In considerable numbers and
reports show that they are very troublesome and are doing great Injury In
northern Santa Fe and southern Rio
Arriba Counties.
Mrs. Celestino Ortiz and family are
packing up their household goods preparatory to removing to Estancla,
where they have had a combined store
building and residence erected. Mr.
Ortiz will remain here. He has a position as clerk for Seligman Brothers
Company.
Edward Ehlc was the proudest man
in town today. He received word that
his wife had given birth to a bouncing
baby boy at the home of her mother
In Fairfield, Iowa, on Sunday last. He
was kept busy receiving congratulations from his numerous friends and
passing around the cigars.
The city authorities should take Immediate steps to compel property owners to clean vacant lots and especially to cut down the many weeds now
growing In them. These weeds are
detrimental to the health of the community and too much promptness and
care cannot be exercised In this direction.
The following visitors have registered since Sunday at the rooms of the
Historical Society: Mrs. Emma Zeis-kH. Howard Kirby, Cleveland,
Ohio; J. A. Burlington, E. S. Thorn,
Pecos; William L. Taylor, IndianapWilliam H. Diegtel,
olis, Indiana;
Scranton, Pennsylvania; E. N. Rjch,
F. A. Baxter, Albuquerque; Clare McCoy, Canon City, Colorado; Van
Vogt, New York; J. M. Powell,
Minnie C. Powell, Fanny Powell, Helena, Arkansas; Mrs. E. N. Pedey,
C. E. Greenfield, Chicago;
Boone C. Vaughn, Charles McKinney,
Aztec; W. A. Smith, Laplatta; F. G.
Clinton, Ontario; Mrs. Marv Wasman,
Miss Florence R. Veed-er- ,
Veeder,
garet
Schnectady, New York; John D.
l,
W. Veeder, Las Vegas; Noble A.
Mrs. Mayme Bod well, Denver;
John P. Guyer and wife, Yukon,

'

'

J

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
OF DEPOSIT A ND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

Place your account with u NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any purpose whatsoever, you will find us amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very best terms and rates

obtainable anywhere.

If you have valuable papers of any
kind, such as deeds, notes, Insurance
papers, etc., why not rent one of ur
Safety Deposit boxes, where your
f
papers will be safe In our
fire-proo-

Prepared to Fill Small or Large Order for Anything in

Compare Our Goods and Price. V e Can Supply you
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f
Houses, Try Us.

1

I

CHA8
AUBUQUCftQUI,

M, M.

OFFICIAL MATTERS.

Postoffices Established.
A.
postoflLce has been established
at C'ari'isbrook, Colfax County and
David L. Hutchison appointed
post
master.
Postoffices have been established at
Buchanan, Guadalupe County, to be
served from Puerto de Luna, thirty
miles to the northwest.
Frank N.
Page has been appointed postmaster.
At Casa Grande, San Miguel County,
to be served from Las Vegas, eighteen
miles to the west.
Dlonlsio Ullbarrl
has been appointed postmaster.
Postoffice Site Changed.
The postoffice at San Jon', Quay
s
County, has been moved
miles northeast of Its former location.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Curry:
J. Benson Newell, of Albuquerque,
Bernalillo County; Fred Scholle, of
Belen, Valencia County; John Joerns,
of Raton, Colfax County.
Postmasters Appointed.
James M. Dalglish has been appointed postmaster at Duran, Torrance County.
Celesta S. James has been appointed postmaster at Coouey, Socorro
County.
Jose S. Torres has been appointed
postmaster at Gonzales, San Miguel
County.
Pensions Granted.
Delegate W. H. Andrews has been
instrumental in securing pensions for
the following New Mexico veterans:
Antonio Jose Marquez, El Rito, $8
per month from June 27th, 1902.
Joseph H. Lundberg, Ft. Bayard, $8
per month from September 22, 190G.
Frederick Wolfel, San luarcial, $12
per month from November 17th, 1906.
Aaron Vuncannon, Taos, $15 per
on Pago Eight)
month from March 6, 1907.
Jose H. Jaramillo, Santa Fe, $20 per
best Kidney Water on month from
April 22d, 1907.
Hot Springs. '
E.
Gooch, Denilng, $12 per
James
month from November 26th, 1906.
Mexican Want Ad.
Charles O. Cole, East Las Vegas,
$12 per month from March 4. 1907.
Og-de- n

a;

Bod-wel-

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

(Continued

ranch the largest asset we have in our business. To have our
customer say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz

Conceded the
earth, Fay wood

can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
is a great
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It
satisfaction to buy at a store like this. Every article carries with

Try a New

u

HE ft

IIS.

CO.

our guarantee.

S CIM7
Okl I JUf

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
Try a Pail of

CAPITAL COFFEE

1

LIVERY STABLE

Handsome Cup and Saucer
in Each Pail

Per Pail $ 1.00
FINE RI6S. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO.

9

WHOLEWHEAT

When in Need of Anythino in the Liyery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Rioht.

BERRIES
1

HAS. CLOSSOW.
YOU

S

FOOD

HIT TUB BiaHT FEED

FLOUR

AND

Was

J 0c

FMD.

Those who lave ealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are. And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unIf you are onw of these
acquainted.
you should give us a trial order at
once.
Hole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL 8T0CK

LEO
IHE

0c a Package

PRICE'S CELERY

when you strike this establishment
We handle nothing tout
FIRST-CLAS-

Breakfast Food

New

F90D.

Cents.

a Package

LA4 VCOA4,

H.

CO.
AKTA

OiK

N. M.

LIKE OLD ANDY.

Who was famous for Firmness, Courage, Honesty, so the

OLD HICKORY WAGON
Strength, Durability, Honest Construction. We are
Exclusive Agents for this famous wagon.
Here are some of Its many points of Superiorty over any other
wagon on the market:
Is famous for

First and Foremost
draft.

Greater strength, more durability, lighter

Bone dry and strictly clear of all defects.
Ironing Thorough and substantial thruout, no skimping.
Painting The handsomest and most durable ever put upon a
Wood Stock

farm wagon.
Skeins and Castings Moulded in the largest wagon factory in
the world, of the best mlxtureB of pig iron and absolutely guaranteed perfect.
Wheels Made with square shouldered spokes driven with
shoulders sunk into the hubs by a patent spoke driver, hubs bored
true to center of wheel, and boxes pressed on under 60 tons hydraulic pressure.

Tires Welded by machinery and set hot by hydraulic pressure,
insuring perfectly uniform "dish" to the wheels.
Axles Made exclusively of Black and Shell Bark Hickory,
and skeins fitted to axles by patented skein fitting machinery insuring perfect "pitch" and "gather." Every axle tested to see
that skein is perfectly set before leaving factory.
LAST, BUT NOT LEAST The most reasonable wagon on the
market.

Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of IncorporaWE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
tion have been filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Buggies Also Sold A splendid line of the best makes and they
EdwardsiMartin Land
Company.
are very reasonable in price. You should see us for everything in
Principal place of busines at Las Vethis line.
gas, San Miguel County. Territorial
We are still giving away those beautiful clocks they are free
agent, Stephen B. Davis, Jr., at Las
divided
us ifor particulars, its money in your pocket.
See
Vegas. Capital stock, $30,000
Into three hundred shares of the par
Phone No. 83. Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention.
value of $100 each. Object, dealing
in lands and agricultural pursuits.
Period of existence, fifty years. Incorporators, F. C. Edwards, and W. B.
Martin, Jr., of Des Moines, Iowa, and
Fred W. Browne, of Oak Park, Illinois.
The Tecolote Consolidated Copper
Company. Principal place of business
at La Pinto mine, San Miguel County. TIME
from the south and No. 3 from
TABLc ALL LINES. 10
Territorial agent, J. B. Martin, at
the east.
Chapelle. Capital stock 1,500,000, diand Leaving Santa Fe
vided 'into one million, five hundred Entering
Compiled
According to Schedule
HENRY KRICK
thousand shares of the par value of
of Trains Now in Effect.
Sole Agent for
of
Period
$1 each.
Object, mining.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
existence, fifty years. Incorporators,
No. 1 Southbound leaves Santa Fe
St. Louis Beer
Edwin W. Jackson, of New York City; 1:40
p. m.
All kinds of Mineral Waters
George H. Hunker of Las Vegas, and
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa
J B. Martin, of Chapelle. '
And Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer.
Fe 5:28 p. m.
Mall orders promptly filled. 'Phone 38.
Montezuma Avenue. Santa Fe. N. M.
&
DENVER
RIO
GRANDE.
BEGIN REVISING
No. 426.
NEW MEXICO LAWS Fe 11 a. m. Eastbound leaves Santa
ICECREAM!
No. 425 Westbound arrives Santa
I am prepared to furnish Ice Cream
Meeting of Commission on Revision Fe 4 p. m.
and Ices in any quantity. Call up
to Be Held at Chambers In Cpl
'Phone 15 or at Bacon Ice Houses for
tol Wednesday, September 4.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE- - prices. If possible send in orde.B 24
or 48 hours In advance.
Lamy Branch.
The recompilation of all the laws of
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
EL G. JAMES.
New Mexico, with the exception of No. 721
a. m.
U:io
several of the subjects refsrred to in- No. 723
6:50 p. m.
dividual members of the Commission No. 725 ..
...10:55 t m.
on Revision of the Laws, having been
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
completed, a meeting of that body hns No. 720...
8:25 a. m.
:
been called by Secretary Benjamin M. No. 722
4:20 p. m.
Read to meet in chambers at the Capi- No. 724
7:40 p. m.
The only first-clas- s
in city.
tol building Wednesday, September 4,
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
at 10 a. m. The meeting is called for and 2 east, and No. 3 limited, west at
Second to none in Territory.
the purpose- of starting the work of Lamy.
Pour first-clas- s
artists : :
revising the statutes and the transacNo. 722 connects with No. 1 west at
$1.60
Electrical
Baths
tion of such other business as may Lamy.
.25
Other
Baths
properly come before said
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper.
Side
West
Parlor
located
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 9,
westbound, and 4 and 8 eastbound.
Advertise in the New Mexican.
Main Line Via Lamy.
W. H KBPR.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
SHORT ORDER MEAL3.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
The best short order meals are now
to Albuquerque to discharge passen- being served at the Bon Ton Restaufrom Santa Fe.
You
Desire.
flavor
gers
rant. The best cooks and waiters are
Any
No. 721: leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m employed at this place.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
quantity to any part of the city.
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
CITY MOTTLING! WORKS,
Advertire In the New Mexican.
1

leap's

-

KERR'S
Parlors
Capital

-

FRUITS OF 8LL KINDS

N.

HERSCH

Wholesale and R etail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POT AT0C8, 8 ALT AND SEEDS.
ONLY EXCLU8IVE GRAIN HOU8E IN SANTA
Ft, NEW MEXICO.

121-- 2

BLFELO)

three-eighth-

a,

vault?

0,

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
'
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

j

HABERDASHERY.

OLFELO

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO

ritory.

FIT
GOOD
E H L E S
ON CERTIFICATES

Susan Weltmer and Noyes
Weltmer have Invitations out for a
card party, to be given at their home
Friday evening.
Mrs. Alan R. McCord will receive at
her home tomorrow afternoon, assisted by Miss Edith Turner, of Grand
Junction, Colorado.
On page seven of the New Mexican
today appears the weather report for
the week ending August 25. The report treats of every portion of the Ter-

-

HUE 8
THOSE 28.

CO,

....
......

P'oorietoi

SODA WATER!
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Santa Fc Central
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Palace.
MASONIC.
Neill B. Field, A. B. McMiiien, Albuquerque; V. C. Brown, Chicago; D.
D. Branson, Albuquerque; W. L.
Montezuma Lodge, No.
,
A. F. & A. M. Regu- 1.
Domingo; John D. W. Veedor,
gfo
lar communication first
T;.i.
Las Vegas; Mrs. J. V. yeeder, Miss
Florence Veeder, Schnectady,
Monday of eacii month
New . JHL.'X
t Masonic Hall at
York; William H. Pope, Roswell; A.
7:30 p. m.
L. Fellows, W. H.
Dearstylne, Denver;
R. H. HANNA. W. M.
8
Otto Holzman, Phil Holzman, Corona;
A. TI. Hatcher, El Paso; II. L. Waldo,
.LAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.
Las Vegas; George Saxon, Alamosa,
Alfred
Colorado;
Grunsfeld
and
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
daughter, Miss Grunsfeld, Albuquer1, R. A. M.
Regu9
que: E. S. Waddles, St. Joseph, Mislar convocation second
C.
H.
souri;
St. Louis;
Stubbing,
Monday of each month
George L. Williams, Denver; E. Sloan,
at Masonic Hall at
!
if .
t
Kansas City; George B. Coleman, Pu7:30 p. m.
eblo, Colorado.
S. SPITZ, H, P.
Claire.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Sec'y.
Charles F. Hunt, T. S. Hubbell, E.
W. Dobson, H. B. Ferguson, AlbuquerSanta Fe Commindery No.
que; R. B. Davis, Chicago; Mrs. L. E.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
Donsmore, Estancia; O. C. Roberts,
second Saturday in each
Jr., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; John
M. Smith, Moriarty;
month
at Masonic Hall
B.
J.
Smlthers,
1:30 p. m
C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
Nlrholnsvllle, Kentucky; G. D. Dris-kilH. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
Moriarty; B. S. Phillips, Buck-man- ;
Louis B. Rapp, Albuquerque; W.
D. Metzgar, Willard; R. H. Lester, AlSanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
buquerque; Joseph Rosenthal, New 14th degree, Ancient and
Accepted
York; Charles A. Spiess, Las Vegas; Scottish Rite of Free
Masonry meets
A. C. Voorhees, Raton; Thomas
N. on the third
Saturday of each month
Wilkerson, Albuquerque; D. O. Leahy,
t 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Las Vegas; C. L. Smith, Scranton, Masonic
Hall, south side of Plaza.
Pennsylvania.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corNormandie.
dially invited to attend.
F. Delmaine, Chicago; Thomas P.
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
Hopper, Stanley; Charles Blanchard,
Venerable Master.
Las Vegas; A. A. Mills and wife, AtHENRY F. STEPHENS. 14, Sec.
chison, Kansas; John Kearney, Estancia; Frank Jones, Torrance; Antonio
I. O. O. F.
Medina, Albuquerque; Simon Atencio,
Las Vegas; George Seymore, Estancia; Frank Pierson, L. C. Lane, EsSanta Fe Lodge, No. 2. I, O. O. F.
tancia; Pearl Haley, Antonito, Colo- meets every
Thursday evening in Odd
rado; C. C. Ogden, Estancia; Frank C. Fellowo Hall, San
Francisco Street.
A.
G.
Al
Burton,
Carson,
Murray, Stan- Visiting brothers welcome.
ley.
MAX KALTER, N. G.
Coronado.
LEO HERSCH, V. G.
S. M. Douglas, M. A.
DAVID L. MILLER.
Smith, W. A.
Sec'y.
Smith. Henry Tarr, J. E. Patterson,
J.
E.
Stanley;
Smith, Chicago; H. T.
b. p. a. e.
Woodward, G. A. Hall, J. M. Ward,
Cresencio Manza-narcs- ,
Orrick, Missouri;
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E..
San Miguel; II. C. Viles, Pecos,
holds its regular session on the second
At this season we should eat spar- and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
ingly and properly.
We should also Visiting brothers are invited and welR. H. HANNA, E. R.
help the stomach a much as possible come.
J. D. SENA, Sec'y.
by the use of a little Kodol occasionally. Kodol for indigestion and dyspepsia will rest the stomach by
actually
FRATERNAL UNION.
digesting the food itself. Sold by The
Ireland Pharmacy.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Reeular
rst and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat-er- s
welcome.
B
M. E. ORTIZ. Fraternal Matter.
JA
GREGORIO RAEL, Treas.
rjAVID GONZALES, Soc'y.
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo, Colorado, and Return. '
To Denver and return, $21.10.
To Colorado Springs and return,

Rivera, of Cowles, N. M., has filed notice of his intention to make final five
year proof in support of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry No. 7117, made July
SW
section
10, 1902, for the S
section 30, Township
SE
29, E
17 N, Range 12 E, and that said proof
will be made before register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Septem-

Mar-Kolli-

TIEE TABLE
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Effective

Sunday,

Augunt

1

40 p

2

4!p

p

54t)p

p

SUulev ...
Moriarty ...

Molutoth...
Kitanouv...
Wlllard....

Arr....Torrauo..LT

iOp

No 2

7,000 ft 28 p
4 29 p
6,OTiO
tl,;l70
8,250 a oo
8.175 2 as
6,140 2 13

Beuuedy...,

"
"
"
"
"

9p
29

8 19
7

Altl

Fe...Arr
Lv....Sauta
"

8 36 p
4
4

Statloni.

Ml

1

12 41
11 15

6 47;

Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Topeka & Sauta Fe Railway. At Torrance with El Paso & Southwestern
System.
8. B. GRIM SHAW,
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

4 SCHEDULE

PASSENGER

7
In Effect September 1, 1907.
Auto
Car
Daily
Ex. Sun.

No. 31

Monday
Wed.

Friday.
7 00 a. m
7 25 a. m
7

Daily

a. in
a. in
63 a. m
20 n. m

13
20
23

6

1130am. r
12 20 p. m.

a. in.
45 a. ni

7 HO
7

No.

p. in.

41

30p.m.
....

Arrivs

JLv'

VKTiMFlO

Ar

CERROSOSO
)

CIMARRON

'UTE PARK

i

kv.
Ar

...Lv.

0

p. in.

50 p. m.
2 00 p. m.
2 20 p. m.

42
49

p.
a.
li 40 a.
il 00 a.
11 10a.
10 25 a.
10 IS a.
9 53 a.
9 35 a.

DES M'UNES. N. M
CAPULIN VEGAS

in.
m

in.
ni.
in.
ni.
ni.

5 55

p. m,

;s io v in

Thimday
..Arrive

VIGIL

Arrive)
Lea e. )
Arrive

THOMPSON
CUNNINGHAM
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
CLIFTON HnUSE JUNCTION
RATON, N, M

j Leave

(Arrive
Leaves

Friday
p.
p.
p.
20 p.
10 p.
05 p.
05 p.
45 p.
15 n.
40 p.
41

Saturduy

Leave

No(

Monday
Wednesday
85
05

ni.
in,

No. 20

Des
Molnos
11
22
25
31
42

12 IR
11 67

Tuesday

STATIONS

from

rOa. m.

Ki

Ar

Miles

21

U 40 a. m.
IS 25 p. in.
12 40 p. m.

I

U

60

Saturday

1

Ar

'

Tuesday
Thiirsdiiy
11

Ar...)
Lv...f

'lS

Auto
Cur
Daily
Ex. Sun.

2

Daily

RATON, N. M
CLIFTON HOUSE
9 PRESTON
KOEHLER, JUNCTION
KOEHLER

7

p.m.
m.
!Mp.
6 15

10
10

Leaves

0

in.
m.
ra.
p.
p. m.
p. in.

to a. m
a. m

No.

STATIONS

lrom
Katun

4 (Kip.
4 23 p.
4 4:1
5 00
5 10
5 SO
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9
9
9
10

Miles
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a.
a.
815 a.
8 30 a.
8 05 a.
7 30 a.
7 20 a.
7 00 a.

00
9 25
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m.
m.
m.
in.

m

m.
ra.

40

p.

in
m
m
ni
in
m
m
m
in
m
m
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Southwestrn Ky. train 124, arriving in Daws n, N. M at 6:10 p. ni.
Southwestern Ry. train 125, leaving Dawson, N.M. at 10:05 a. ir .
S Stage for Van Houtmi. N M..meetn trains at Preston. N.M.
',' Connects with Stage to and from Taos and Ellzabethtown, N. M.
Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry., at Raton and Preston, with C. & S. Ry. at Des Moines, and E. P. & S. W $18.15.
To Pueblo and return, $16.35.
Ry. at Vermejo. N. M.
Cimarron. N. M . is depot for following stations in N.M.: Coatc, Ponil Park, Rayado and Red Lakes,
On
sale until September 30, 1907.
,
Ute Park. N. M.. is depot for following stations in N. M.: Arroo Seco, Aurora. Raid) , lilack Lakes, Cerro, Elizabeth-townFinal return, October 31, 1907.
Loho, Questa. Ranchos do Taos, Red River City, Talpa, Taos, Twining and Valdez.
Stop-over- s
allowed at and east of
W.A.GORMAN,
E. J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN IIOUTEN,
Pueblo.
Gen. Passenger Agt,
Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Superintendent.
RATON, N. M. Buminer Tourist Rates to Chicago and
RATON, N. M.
RATON, N. M.
St. Louis and Return.
To Chicago and return, $54.75.
In rear of altar
To St. Louh and return, $48.10.
Vargas processions.
two Franciscan Friars, murdered by
On sale daily until September 30,
the Indians, are buried.
1907. Final return limit October 31,
1907.
TEN MINUTES' WALK FROM
Los Angeles and San Francisco, CaliPLAZA.
fornia, and Return, Tuesdays,
San Miguel's Church. On College
Thursdays and Saturdays.
Street. Believed to be oldest church
On
sale
until September 30, 1907.
still
United
in
States
the
building
To Los Angeles and return, $41.90.
Every day until September 15, $41.90
used for public worship. Built either
to Los Angeles and San Francisco;
To San Francisco and return, $51.90.
in 1598 or 1607. Destroyed in 1C92.
$30.90 to Sacramento, $50.90, August
Final return limit November 30,
Rebuilt in 1710. Renovated in recent
29 to 31. Write for copy "Summer
allowed anywhere
years. In rear of auditorium stands 1907. Stop-over- s
ContinOutings in California."
bell cast in Spain in fourteenth cen- west of Barstow, California.
tury. Vespers Sunday evenings at 6 uous passage up to Barstow.
Special
o'clock, attended by Christian Broth- Jamestown Exposition, Norfolk, VirEvery day to some point.
"The
Lakes
for
Send
ers and pupils of adjoining Saint
for
others.
ginia, April 26 to Nov 30, 1907.
days
$88.25
Michael's College. At other times, ad- Season ticket
and East."
ticket
$73.60
mission 25 cents. Adjoining is the Sixty-da- est.
Fifteen-daSouthin
ticket
the
$57.25
oldest
cemetery
First-Clas- s
Ap pointments.
1907.
Mission School for
On
sale
until
30,
Septembar
Presbyterian
Fe.
Pullman, Harvey Meals, Block Signals, etc., on Santa
Girls. Grant Avenue.
Final return limit on all tickets exSend
27.
National Irrigation Congress, Sacram ento, September
y
tickets, Nov. 30, 1907;
cept
Jlames
The
Mission
School
Mary
for folder.
Nov. 20, 1907.
ticket
for Boys. On Federal Street.
G. TI. DONART, Agent.
Round trip summer tourist rates to
The Santa Fe High School. On the
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Ry.
Coast points. Also Arizona,
Pacific
Old
Fort
Reservation
Military
Marcy
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
British
Columbia, Idaho, and Monfamous in military annals and after
abandonment granted to the City of tana points. Very low rates effective
Santa Fe for public school purposes. daily until September 15, 1907.
Cal., September
Sacramento,
The Garita. On the hill below and
National
fifteenth
west
1907,
Kit
of
Ancient
Carson
Fort
Irrigation
Monument.
In
of
front
Marcy.
Spanish
SIGHTS OF SANTA FE
fortress along walls of which male Congress. To Sacramento, Cal., and
Federal building.
The Oourt House. -- On Palace Ave- factors and traitors were executed. Ad- return, $50.90. On sale August 29, 30
Masonic Bull ng and Hall. On nue. Contains County Offices and ioining oldest cemetery in the United and 31, final return limit October 31.
south side of Plaza. Oldest Masonic Court Rooms.
States.
Summer tourist tickets to .San
Lodge in the Southwest. Many Inter-Th- e
Saint Vincent's Sanitarium. On
Church. On Guadalupe Francisco, Cal., on sale dally until
Guadalupe
Kearny Monument. In Plaza. Palace venue.
Street. Over a century old. The altar September 15, 1907.
Rate, $50.90
Erected by the Daughters of the AmerSaint Vincent's Orphans' Home-- On paintings and those in the sacristy round
final reliberal
stopovers;
trip;
ican Revolution.
alace Avenue.
are of especial interest.
1907.
October
turn
limit
31,
room.
esttng historic relics in lodge
Saint Vincent's Hospital. On PalSaint Michael's College. On Col
G. H. DONART,
Kit Carson was a member of this ace Avenue.
lege Street Oldest school for higher
A. T. & 8. F. Ry.
Agent
lodge.
Loretto Academy. O n College education of boys west of Missouri.
corner
At
southeast
ronda
The
Street. Oldest School for Girls west Campus includes athletic grounds.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera, and DPlaza. End of the historic Santa Fe of the Missouri.
cemetery In Conducted by Christian Brothers.
Quaint
iarrhoea Remedy, Better Than
Trail. Now Exchange Hotel.
rear.
The Capitol. Dedicated 1900 replacThree Doctors.
WITHIN FIVE MINUTES' WALK
Loretto Chapel. On College Street. ing that destroyed by incendiaries in
Three years ago we had three docFROM PLAZA.
One of the most perfect specimens of 1892. All Territorial offices and Ter- tors with our little bo;- - and everything
Roman Catholic Parochial School.
Gothic Architecture In America. Built ritorial library in building. Fine view that
they could do seemed in vain. At
On Water Street.
of city and mountains from dome. In
from design by French architects.
last when all hope seemed to be gone
Public
Loretto
Convent. O n C o 1 le g e Capitol park are to he found larger we began using Chamberlain's Colic,
Library. On Washington
Avenue. Built and maintained by the Street. Occupied by Sisters of Lor- variety of trees than in any other Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy and in
Woman's Board of Trade.
etto.
park in New Mexico.
a few hours he began to Improve. ToFederal Building. Headquarters of
On CaOld House. On De Vargas Street day he is as healthy a child as parents
Archtishop's .Residence.
Federal Land Office, Internal Revenue thedral Street.
opposite San Miguel Church. Tradi- could wish for." Mrs. B. J. Johnston,
Service for New Mexico and Arizona,
Bishop's Residence. On Cathedral tion has it that It was built by iPuehlo Linton, Miss. For sale by all druggists.
Surveyor General, Weather Bureau, Street. Aljoinlng is the beautiful Indians long before Spanish occupaForest Supervisor of Pecos, Jemez and "Bishop's
"GOOD ROOMS."
Garden"
with
historic tion and was occupied by Onate in
Taos National Forests, U. S. Attorne spring, lakelets and fine orchard.
1598. It lias been continuously occu
fou can get a good room at the
for the Pueblo Indians, and other Fed- Contains a number of paintings Ly old pied since but upper story was re Hotel NormanJle at a very moderate
eral officials.
masters. Reredo behind altar was moved in recent years while interior rice, either by the week or month,
Cathedral. On Cathedral Square. rected bv Governor del Valle and his has been frequently renovated. With fou will be gainer by calling there,
Original rtructure commenced In 1612, wife in 1761. Fine old paintings and out doubt the oldest continuously oc before engaging rooms liewktr.
)
destroyed In 1680. Modem structure rich vestments in rear of Cathedral. cupied house In the United States.
Read the New Mexican if yon want
not complete. When complete to have From here start annually the famous
the news.
twin steeples and to be cruciform. Corpus Christ! and ths historic De
(Continued on Page Seven)
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25, 1907.

lie names the following witnesses

to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Cristino Rivera, of Cowles, N. M.,
Torivio Gonzales, of Cowles, N. M.,
Trinidad Apodaca, of Cowles, N. M.,
Enriques Rivera, of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
OVER THE FOOT BOARD.
After using Dr. Laurltzen's Health
Table Malt for a few weeks, you will
awake in the morning with a feeling
tliat will almost Induce you to Jump
over the foot board with delighi
it
tones up the entire system.
H. S. KAUNE & CO.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38.

l,

1. k Pad ilwi

Loais Rocky

1.

2

W.

North Hound

South Bouud
No

w

1007.

11,

1907.

28,

(Homestead Entry No. 7117.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N". M.
August 19, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Jose O.

SOCIETIES.

Rail-

way Company

AUGUST

WEDNESDAY,

FROM ROSWELL.
made with Automobile
Lin" at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile eave? Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. ra. The fare
between Santa Fe and Torranco Is
$5.80 and between Torrance and Ros- well $10. Reserve seats oi anto-.- obile by wire.
J. W. STOCKARD,
Manager Automobile Line.
TO AND

Connection

;

PROPOSALS FOR FLOUR, OATS, DRIED
fruit, etc. Department of the Interior,
Office of Indian A Hairs, Washington. D. C,
Aiipnst. 7, I9U7. Sealed proposals, plainly
marked on the outside of the envelope 'proposal for flour, oats, dried fruit." eto , as the
case ratty he, Mid addressed to the "Commissioner of in ian Aff lirs, Washington, D. C.,
will he received at the Indian Office until 2
o'clock i). m of Thursday. Srptemher2H. 1907,

and then oponed.for, furnishing the Indian
Service with canned tomatoes, cornineal.
cracked wheat, dried fruit, feed, flour hominy
oats, and roiled oats, diirintr fiscal year ending- June 30, 190.H. liids must be made out on
Government blanks. Schedules giving all
necessary information for bidders will be
furnished on application to the Indian Office,
s
Washington. D. C. the V. S. Indian
at New York City. Chicago, 111,. St.
Louis Mo , Omaha, Nebr., and Sun Frauci-co- ,
(;ai. : the Commissary of subsistence, U.
S. A .. nt Cheyenne Wvo theQuartermastor,
U. S A.. Settle. Wash., and tne postmasters
at Tucson. Portland, Spokane, and Tacoma.
The Department leserves the right to reject
any and all bids, or anv part of any bid.
Ware-house-

,

C. F. LARRABRE, Acting Commissioner

Kennedy's

Laxative

Cough

Syrup

acts gently upon the bowels and clears
the whole sy m of coughs and colds.
It promptly

relfeves inflammation

the throat and allays irritation.
by the Ireland Pharmacy,

DIRECT

of
Sold

UTE

TO
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile an Luis valley; also to the
an Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to rIes, train service, descriptive literature, etc., call on or address
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.
Denver, Colo.

F. H. McBRIDE,

Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

The New Mexican Printing Company ciaiins to do the best
of better grades of printing and binding caters particularly
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a Httl
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in thci
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the prio
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of thti
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Com
pany in regard to the next lot of printing. Addret.& The New
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty

a

executed and at Right Prices.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIAL

Cord andStove Weed Fxiis 1 1 CU (o Fit YcuiStovc
j,
CERRILLOS
and HAG AN XzlX&Fh3 Part of the City
TRANSFER and t TOR AGE; We Hani Evetythirg Movable
Phone

35

Santa Fe. Branch

Office

and Yards at Cerrillos, N.

M.

INCORPORATED

H. B.

Catwght

& Bfo.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flour and PotatoesStationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN
SANTA FE, N.M.

Mill

CREEE8

WEDNESDAY,

AUGUST

28,

'

r

SANTA FE NEW BIEXIOAN. 8AOTA FE, N.BL

1907.
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COME T

Fattirc Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
fvl oj Located
on Helen
of Santa Fe R'y

1 SLEW.

Cut-of-

f

ac

The

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
and
points East to San Francisco, Log Aingeies, El Paso
1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet, laid
streets, with alleys 20 feet
out with broad 80- - and
70-fo- ot

grand old

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches;
large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Roller

bakery, tailor shop, shoe

s

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc.
modern hotel.

; also a

first-clas-

s

Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
cash.
may remain on note, with mortgage as
One-thir- d

Two-thir-

ds

security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure
the choicest lots.

WM. M. BERQER, Secretary.

The Belen Town

first-clas-

house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood

JOHN BECKER, President.

city in the near future cannot be estimated.

We need a

gravel.

BELCI T0WNSITE

wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad

AND

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the
city, well graded
of
them improved by cultivation); no sand or
(many

are ovners of the

Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotelo,
Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several
restaurants, etc. Belen i3 the largest shipping point for

MAIL

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company

Old Mexico.

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and

Cl

FIST LIMITED EXPRESS,

ALL

andt Improvement Company

I

mwiilM mmm mm vw vwua

WEEKLY WEATHER BULLETIN
For the Week Ending Monday, August 26, 1907.
Santa Fe, N. M.
The weather during the past week
was much cooler than is normal at
this season, and was cloudy and showery throuout all parts of the Territory
except the extreme southeast, where
the rainfall has been much less than
elsewhere.
In the western counties the heaviest
rains occurred generally on the ISth
and 19th, seriously threatening railway interests, and causing considerable loss and distress to some of the
In more northern and
ranchers.
eastern counties the general rains began Tuesday (20th) evening, and continued for two days, thoroly relieving
that existed
the drouth conditions
over the plains country in general. In
several localities heavy hail, accompanied by thunderstorms, caused considerable local damage.
The following notes, selected from
the reports received this week, will
give the conditions more in detail:
Albert, Union Co. H. M. Hanson
At last we have had fine rains, amounting to 2.47 inches during the week.
The highest temperature was 98; lowest, CO.
Alto, Lincoln Co. J. W. Stephenson
There has been much cloudiness
during the week, with local showers
at or near the station every day. To-

tal rainfall,

0.93 inch.--

Bloomflold, San Juan Co. Fred Le
Clerc The weather was warm and
clear during the first part of the week,
and cooler and cloudy during the latter part. Hail that accompanied the
storm of the 20th did some damage,
and ditches were somewhat washed
by the high water. The highest temperature was 98; lowest, 48; rainfall,
0.61 inch.
Casa Salazar, Sandoval Co. Isadora
Mora The weather has been cloudy
Total
and rainy during the week.
rainfall, 1.00 inch.
e
Carlsbad, Eddy Co. Raymond
The weather has been warm,
and there has been much humidity in
the air, but the rainfall was very light.
The
Good rains are badly needed.
highest temperature was 98; lowest,
De-Pu-

C5;

rainfall, trace.

Chama, Rio Arriba Co. Geo. Huth
Cloudy weather with good showers
has prevailed during the week. The
highest temperature was 80; lowest,
40; rainfall, 0.75 inch.
Cloudcroft, Otero Co. John Hefker
The Veather has been cool and
cloudy during the week, with good
The highest temperature
showers.
was 75; lowest, 44; rainfall, 0.82 inch.
Dulce, Rio Arriba Co. F. E. James
The weather has been cloudy and
showery. The highest temperature
was 91; lowest, 51; rainfall, 1.05 inch.
El Paso, Texas U. S. Weather BureauPartly cloudy and showery

weather has prevailed during the
week, with nearly normal temperatures. The highest temperature was
92; lowest, C5; rainfall, 0.79 inch.

Colfax Co. J. F.
Elizabethtown,
Carrington The weather has been
very damp and cloudy during the
week, with several good showers.
Heavy hail on the 20th in the lower
part of the valley 'caused, some damThe highest temperature was
age.
75; lowest, 44; rainfall, 1.23 Inches.
Espanola, Rio Arriba Co. Frank D.
The weather has been
McBride
and
showery. The highest temcloudy
perature was 93; lowest, 55; rainfall,, 3.49 inches.
Fort Bayard, Grant Co. Surgeon in
durCharge The weather was warm
and
of
the
week,
fore
part
ing the
much cooler during the latter part.
There were daily showers, amounting
to 2.00 inches.
,
Folsom, Union Co. Jackson Tabor
The weather during the week was
cool, with an abundance of rain. The
heavy thunderstorms of the 19th,
20th and 21st were in the nature of
cloudbursts back in the hills. The

highest temperature was

84; lowest,
rainfall, 2.84 inches.
Fort Stanton, Lincoln Co. J. E.
Bergman Partly cloudy weather with
heavy showers has prevailed during
the week. The highest temperature
was 91; lowest, 53;' rainfall, 1.11
inches.
Fort Wlngate, McKinley Co. Post
The
weather has been
Surgeon
and
showery during the week,
cloudy
The
with moderate temperatures.
highest temperature was 83; lowest,
48; rainfall, 0.83 inch.
Frisco, Socorro Co. J. R. Milligan
The weather has been generally
cloudy, with good showers during the
latter part of the week.
Gage, Luna Co. E. J. Tilley There
have been good showers all of this
week, with heavy rains on the 21st.
On the afternoon of the 23d there was
a severe windstorm from the north
that lasted 30 minutes. The highest
temperature was 88; lowest, 60; rainfall, 1.31 Inches.
Glen, Chaves Co. Mary Cooley
The weather was warm during the
first part of the week, and considerably cooler during the latter part, with
several good showers. The highest
temperature was 100; lowest, 62; rainfall, 1.01 inches.
Las Vegas, San Miguel Co. Dr. William Curtiss Bailey Heavy showers
in the valley, and still heavier rains in
the mountains, have well supplied us
with moisture during the week. The
highest temperature was 88; lowest,
49; rainfall, 1.32 inches.
Logan, Quay Co. W. W. Moore
We have had fine rains during the
week, with little wind. The highest
temperature was 95; lowest, 60; rainfall, 1.82 inches.
Manuelito, McKinley Co. W. A. S.
Tarr We had fouf good rains during
the week, with very high winds on the
51
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Roswell Automobile Co.

;

--

18th.

Monument, Eddy Co. J. M. Cook
The weather has been warm during
the week, without any appreciable
rainfall, altho somewhat threatening.
Nura Visa, Quay Co. Willard Belkvery
nap The weather continued
warm and dry until Tuesday (20th)
night, when it began a continuous
rain that lasted 48 hours and was general throuout this section. The rains
have done much good. The highest
temperature was 95; lowest, 59; rainfall, 2.21 inches.
Rincon, Dona Ana Co. Chas. H.
Raitt There were good showers during the week that were badly needed.
The local rains caused a rise in the
river during the evening of the 24th.
The highest temperature was 95; lowest, 61; rainfall, 1.04 inches.
Rociada, San Miguel Co. John A.
Rudolph There have been heavy
rains that apparently were general
The highest
thruout this section.
temperature was 78; lowest, 45; rainfall, 1.53 inches.
Rosedale, Socorro Co. W. H. MartinThe weather has been cloudy,
with daily showers. The highest temperature was 84; lowest, 52; rainfall,
2.64 inches.
Santa Fe, Santa Fe Co. U. S.
Weather Bureau Cool and pleasant
weather has prevailed during the
more clouds
week, with somewhat
than is usual at this season, and with
almost daily thunderstorms in view
The highest temfrom the station.
82
on
the 23d; lowest,
was
perature
53 on the 25th; rainfall, 0.96 Inch.
R. M. HARDINGE,
Section Director.
For an Impaired Appetite.
the appetite and
To improve
the
digestion try a few
strengthen
loses of Chamberlain's Ptomach and
Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Seitz, of Detroit, Mich., says: "They restored
appetite when impaired, relieved me of
a bloated feeling and caused a pleasant and satisfactory movement of the
bowels." Price, 25 cents. Sample free.
For sale at all druggists.

r:

Subscribe for the Dally New
and get the news.

(Continued from Page 6.)
WITHIN THIRTY MINUTES' WALK.
OF PLAZA.
Fort Marcy. Ruins of old fort
erected on hill overlooking Santa Fe
from north. Elevation 229 feet above
Plaza. Commands fine view of city
and surroundings much admired by
President Roosevelt upon his visit to
Good
Santa Fe several years sz-- wagon road to the top.
Perez Monument on Agua Frla Road.
Marks spot where Governor Perez
was assassinated August 9, 1837, by
Santo Domingo Indians.
Rosario Chapel and Cemetery
Chapel was built In commemoration
of retaking of city from the Pueblos
in 1692 by DeVargas. This is the terminal of the DeVargas procession held
each year in June.
National Cemetery. Beautifully located commanding a fine view of city.
Burial place of veterans of the Mexican, Civil and Indian Wars. The only
National Cemetery in New Mexico
and Arizona. Upon gravestones may
be read the names of many warriors
famous in Southwestern history.
Saint Catherine's Indian School.
ConOpposite National Cemetery.
ducted by Sisters of the Holy Sacrament. Indians from many tribes In

attendance.
United .States
Indiir industrial
Training School. South of the city.
One of the large Federal Indian
acuuois oi ine uuneu ouues wiui almost 400 pupils, representing a score
of tribes.
Sunmount Tent City. At the foot
of Talaya Mountain, southeast of the
city and overlooking it. A Sanitarium
successfully conducted f jr the cure of
consumptives.
The Territorial Penitentiary. South
of the city. Well worth half a day's
visit.
The Territorial School for the Deaf
and Dumb. This li the third of a trio
of important public institutions, situated just south of the city boundary,
but within the boundaries of the Santa
Fe Grant.
NagePs Pinecroft Ranch. Adjoins
Sunmount Tent City and is charmingly situated amidst plnon and cedar.
Santa Fe Race Track and Baseball
Park. Laid out in 1907 southwest of
the city, not far from Indian School.
SANTA FE CHURCHES.
Roman
Catholic
Besides
the

churches mentioned, there are Protestant churches as follows: Church of
the Holy Faith, with rectory on Palace Avenue, Protestant Episcopal;
First Presbyterian, with parsonage,
on Grant Avenue; First Methodist, on
Don Gaspar

Avenue; Spanish Presby-

terian with parsonage, on Cathedral
Street; Spanish Methodist with parsonage, on San Francisco Street; Congregational, abandoned, with Whitin
Hall, near Union Depot.
WITHIN FIVE MILES OF SANTA FE
Aztec Springs. Four miles from
Plaza, one mile north of large reservoir. Mineral springs and ruins of
old hotel, fashionable in the days of
Santa Fe's military glory.
Reservoirs of Santa Fe Water and
Light Company, the large reservoir
being at mouth of Santa Fe Canon
and forms a considerabl lake. Three
miles from Plaza.
Rishop's Ranch. la Sucltsrsd spot
north of Santa Fe with private chapel
of the late Bishop Lamy. Romantic
surroundings. Good wagon road going
by coal workings and lime quarries.
Small Box Canon on Bishop's Creek.
In the heart of the mountains amidst
the tall pines and spruce. Good wagon road to bottom of canon in which
are located
mines.
Coal mines and lime quarries are
passed on the road.
Arroyo Hondo. South of Santa Fe.
Largest tributary of the Rio Santa Fe.
Has beautiful canon and on its banks
are situated several mounds, the remains of prehistoric Pueblo villages
upon which are scattered fragments
silver-zinc-copp-

Mail and Passenger Line between' Island
train, due at 2 a. m.
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time between tlie two
daily, Sunday included, connection points five hours, meals furnished at
FOR RENT- - -- Nice furnished room. with all trains on the Rock Island and
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Inquire 203 Palace Avenue.
Santa Fe Central Railways.
Excursion parties accommodate 1 by
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two das in
FOR SALE Square piano. Apply ti
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock-- advance.
Mrs. Sofia Fischer, 438 Water st.
Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known and Best
Machines for all p urposes on the market.
WANTED Lady cook, Carpenters'
Two of the best known and bes t machines for all purposes on the
moss, Indian School. Call room 4,
market Address all communication s and inquiries to the
Noniiandie Hotel.

Roswell Automobile Co.

WANTED One hundred laborers to
:ort ore; $1.75 per day; steady work,
Santa Fe Gold and Copper Mining

of ancient pottery and where excavations have brought forth many interesting relics.
Tesuque Valley. Dotted with lovely
orchards, prosperous homes and ruins
of a prehistoric village. North of
Santa Fd and reached by a fine highway that offers superb views of the
mountains.
The Scenic Highway. A Territorial
road that crosses the Sangre de Cris-tRange in its most rugged parts
and at present terminates within three
miles of the Pecos River. It begins
in the Santa Fe Canon, three miles
from the Plaza, and winds over the
Pecos Forest Reserve and in thirteen
switchbacks mounts the Dalton Divide
at an elevation of 10,000 feet passing
down the Macho Canon through dense
pine forest and at every turn revealing magnificent vistas of mountains,
forest and streams. One of the wonders of the Southwest. It is twenty-twmiles long as far as constructed.
Agua Fria. An ancient Mexican
village, south of Santa Fe. On the
opposite side of the river from the
village is a huge' mound and the re
mains of a very large prehistoric vil-- '
lage, the surface being covered with
fragments of ancient pottery.
WITHIN TEN MILES OF SANTA FE.
Monument
Rock. In Santa Fe
Canon and on the Pecos Forest Reserve. Reached by the Scenic HighAt its foot is the Montezuma
way.
gold mine, now abandoned. Just beyond it, the Scenic Highway winds In
thirteen switchbacks over the Dalton
Divide and the Santa Fe River
emerges from a picturesque but almost impassable canon. Nine miles
from Plaza.
Tesuque Pueblo. Nine miles northwest of Santa Fe. The Indian Pueblo
nearest to town and one of the most
interesting, reached over a scenic
highway of great natural beauty.
Tesuque Box Canon and Sawmill.
From seven to nine miles from town.
Leads straight into the heart of the
over 12,000 feet high. Good wagon
road all the way.
WITHIN TWENTY
MILES OF
SANTA FE.
Nambe Falls. The most beautiful
falls In the Southwest and near the
quaint Indian Pueblo of Nambe, sixteen miles northwest of Santa Fe.
Very interesting trip.
Tributary Canons of the Pecos.
The Macho, Dalton, Indian Creek and
Holy Ghost. Reached by the Scenic
Highway.
Summit of Lake Peak. iNorth of
Santa Fe. Elevation 12,360 feet. Vast
and' perfect crater in which are located
crystal lakes, sources of Santa Fe and
Nambe Rivera. An easy mountain
climb. Good . wagon road for twelve
miles. Horse trail for remaining six
miles.
Crater. Fourteen miles west of
Santa Fe. In midst of lava field.
Battle field of Glorleta.
autifully
located in GlorieUl Mountains, southeast of Santa Fe on the old Sa"nta Fe
trail going over historic Apache Hill
and by old Canonclto Church. Ruins
of old way house. Famous wen dug
by federal government.
Pecos Church. Just beyond battlefield
of Glorieta.
An abandoned
Pueblo village and one of the historic
mission church ruins of the Southwest,

New Mexic,

Roswell,

Company, San Pedro. N. M.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

o

All

Parts of tbe World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Farg
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United Slates, Canada, Mexic
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

o

J. D. BARNES, Agent

Ruhbex Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WHITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
PRICE-LIS- T
15c
Stamp, not over 2$ inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
On-l- ine
Stamp, over 2 J and not over 3$ inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
e
Stamp, over Z and not over 5 inches long. . .25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-li35c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
One-lin-

e

One-lin-

ne

j

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in size, we charge

Where type used is over
for one line for each

one-ha- lf

inch or fraction.
ETC.
DATES,
Local Dater any town and date for ten years
$1.00
50
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
35
Regular line Dater
Defiance Model Band. Dater
1.50
Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut. 1.50
Check
Protector
1.00
pearl
'
STAMP PADS.
l$x2, 10c; 2x3i, 15c; 2x3$, 25c; 2fx4i, 35c; 31x6$,
50c; 4x7i 75c.
one-ha- lf

ch

Fac-Simi-

le

SELF-INKIN-

G
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Come and See

AUGUST

WEDNESDAY,

tl

1907

28,

the Big flew Stock of BATfj and TOILET SOAPS

IMM
J

BAIS,

iI0CES,

BUTCHERS

!

You Will Then

Latest fashions

GARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

In fall millinery
StocR
has just

at
ar

RECEPTION TO
NEW MINISTER
N

250 San Francisco Street

Rev. J. W. Purcell, of First Presbyterian Church, and Family, are Ex-

Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market. Tele-

tended Formal Welcome.

phone No. 49.

ae pleased

to annou xe to our friends andcus-t)mer- s
that we have been able to secure the services of
Mr. Geo. W. Hay ward recently with Graft C&
Las Vegas, as manager of our Fresh Meat
Department. He has the reputation of beirg one of
th? roast expert frest meat men in the we-t- , Come in
to see him and get acqu linted, We believe he will be
of treat benefit to all users of high grade meat?. It
will continue to be our policy to cater to the particular trade of Santa Fe in the meat line as well as in
our other departments. Whether you use much or
little meat; whether yoa use fancy cuts or the less expensive ones we believe that we can serve you to our
mutual advantage. If you have any meat troubles tell
them to Mr. Hay ward. He can help you and wil'l do

We

Hay-war-

d,

it gladly.

CARTWRIGHT

-

DAVIS

COMPAHY

The First Presbyterian Church in
this city was the scone last night of a
public reception which was tendered
by the session, or board of deacons, of
the congregation to the new pastor,
V. Purcell,
Rev. Jonathan
and his
The
was a felicitious
occasion
family.
one and it was attended by members
of other denominations as well as the
parishioners themselves.
Judge A. J. Abbott, on behalf of tho
congregation, delivered an address of
welcome to the new minister and his
family, during whicli the speaker com
pared the history of New Mexico and
Virginia, the latter being the native
state of Rev. Purcell. He also called
attention to the cosmopolitan nature
of the congregation, which includes
thirteen different Evangelical church
denominations
in its membership.
Rev. Purcell responded In well chosen
words In which he expressed his
thanks for the cordial reception to
himself, wife and children, and a.s
sured his flock of his best endeavors
in his ministerial duties.
Van Odgcn Vogt, of New York, secretary of the educational department
of the Board of Home Missions of the
Presbyterian Church, and also secre
tary of the World's Christian Endeavor Union and the Presbyterian Brotherhood of America, attended the recep
tion and was called upon for an address. He spoke at some length on
the relationship of pastor and church.
He is a very interesting and entertaining talker.

BALLOON SAILS

FOR NORTH POLE

t COAL s WOOD
Anthracite Furnace,

Cerriltos Lump,
Monero Lump,

Smithing Coal,
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Anthracite Mixed.

CAPITAL COAL

"2" ARID.

Phone No. 85. Office Garfield Avenue, near A., T. and S. F. Depot.

DUDROW & MONTENIE

Walter Wellman and Major Hersey
Start on Dangerous Trip
August 23.
Tromsoe, Norway, Aug. 28. Hie following telegram was receive! from
Sutzenbergen, dated August. 23. "Walter Wellman ascends today."
This means that he makes his start
for the north pole. He is accompanied
on his trip by Major H. B. Hersey, formerly weather observer at Santa Fe,
and well known throughout th west,
who goes as the representative of the
government.
The journey from Spitzenbergen to
the pole is about COO miles, a id Mr.
Wellman believes that he will be able
to negotiate it safely and return with
his crew and airship to civilization.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS

Picture Framing

Ml Kinds of

Day Phone 35

OI.DROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.

So

Pany

People Buy Their Soaps of Us

The following letter, whicli has just
been received by the New Mexican
from General Manager James E. Hurley, showa that there will be a move
Pioneer of Raton Says Town is Push- In the direction named and that before
ing Ahead at Rapid Rate Rushlong. There are but four months of
ing Work on New Railroad.
the present year, and if the people of
this city work unitedly they may be
,A. C. Voorhees,
Raton
attorney, able to induce the management of the
who spent the day in town on 'busi- road to build a creditable and handness, is one of the oldest practicing some depot In this city and at Lamy
attorneys in Colfax County He came during the coming year of 1908. Mr.
to the Gate City February 1, 1882, Hurley's letter reads:
and has resided there ever since. For
Denver, Colo., Aug. 25, 1907.
several years he held the position of "Editor Max Frost,
district attorney of his district, and
President New Mexican Printing
was prominent in politics.
Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico:
To a representative of the 'New
"Dear Sir I have your interesting
Mexican Mr. Voorhees said that Ra- letter of August 20 inviting attention
ton was improving steatMly and satis- to the necessity for better depot facilifactorily and that many new buildings ties at Santa Fe and at Lamy.
Busiwere in course of construction.
"This, of course, is a matter that I
ness is very good and is increasing in have heard of before. We will not be
many directions. Work on the Santa able this year to build new stations
Fe, Liberal and Englewood Railroad at these points, but we hope to be able
between Raton and Des Moines Is to accomplish something next year.
s
Yours truly,
progressing
right along ami
"J. E. HURLEY,
of the grade is finished. A
"General
rails
of
steel
al
have
Manager."
large supply
He thinks
ready been accumulated.
there is no question of the completion PUBLIC SCHOOLS
of the road to Des Moines by next
IN NEW MEXICO
spring.
The Yankee coal fields are being
worked and tlie coal, which is first One Million Dollars in New Buildings
class is the home supply of the town.
During Past Fifteen Years Report
of Superintendent Clark.
A good many miners are
embeing
During the past fifteen years the
ployed and much of the coal miner's
trade goes to Raton. The people of public schools of New Mexico have
the Cate City are very well satisfied acquired new buildings approximating
with present conditions and future $1,000,000 according to a report just
compiled by Professor J. E. Clark, suprospects.
perintendent of public instruction,
which will be incorporated in tlie report of Governor Curry to the DepartREQUISITION
ment of the Interior. This is gratiIS HONORED
fying evidence In itself of the advance
made along educational lines in
Governor Curry Issues Extradition being
the Sunshine Territory.
Papers for Return to California
Other school statistics furnished by
of Alleged Thief.
Mr. Clark show the enrollment In the
public schools for the term 190C-- was
Governor Curry this morning hon- 41,000, or 1,000 more than in the schoored the requisition papers issued by lastic
Nine hundred, and
year 1905-6- .
the Governor of California for the re- twenty-threteachers were employed,
turn of Eddie Merriman, a young man representing an increase of twenty-thre- e
arrested at Albuquerque a few days
over the previous year.
The
ago upon instructions from the Los school census of. 1907 shows a total
Angeles chief of police, where ha is of 78,000 children in the Territory of
wanted for grand larceny. Following school age, as
against 76,000 in 190G.
the granting of the requisition, extra- Many of these children are receiving
dition papers were issued for the re- their education in sectarian schools.
turn of Merriman to Los Angeles, and This is particularly true of Catholics,
the prisoner, who is in jail at Albu- In a parochial school in. this city emquerque, will be taken back tomorrow bracing the primary and grammar
James Hosick, of the grades and exclusively for girls, 200
by Detective
Angel City police department, who ar- or more pupils are annually enrolled.
rived in Albuquerque yesterday for
Mr. Clark's report shows a balance
this purpose.
on hand In the school fund of $200,171.
The receipts for the fiiscal year, Including the balance on hand from the
MAY BUILD NEW
previous year amounted to $684,638,
STATION NEXT YEAR while the expenditures for the period
aggregated $484,467. The total poll
Reassuring Letter Received by New tax collected in 1906 amounted to $25,-00Revenue derived from this
Mexican From General Manager
source
will be much larger this year,
Fe
of
Santa
Hurley
Railway.
The New Mexican has been at work as more vigorous efforts have been
on poll tax.
for years endeavoring to induce the made to collect money due
of the
indebtedness
The
bonded
total
management of the Atchison, Topeka
of
schools
the
Territory repreand Santa Fe Railway System to build public
taxes of from
sents
$439,650.
Special
a new and
depot in this city
to replace the ramshackle
structure three mills up have been levied in the
various school districts to meet the
which has been in use for twenty-eigh- t
interest and pay part of the principal.
acto
also
furnish better
years, and
commodations for travelers who are
compelled to stop at Lamy to change SHOT HUSBAND IN
PRESENCE OF WIFE
cars there for Santa Fe.
Recently
Nogales, Ariz., Aug. 28. Juan Flor-es- ,
this paper has urged this matter upon
a miner employed at the Washingthe authorities of the road and has
called frequent attention to the great ton camp, near here, was shot to death
necessity for new depots in this city in the presence of his wife by Bernarand at Lamy. Sooner or later success dino Fimbres. The murderer was arwill attend these efforts, and: if the rested shortly after the shooting and
Ignaclo
Santa Fe Board of Trade and business is now in the county jail.
men generally would take up the
Ruiz, who was with Fimbres at the
ter and aid the New Mexican, th(s suc- time of the tragedy, and who is wantcess would be obtained at an earlier ed as an accessory, has escaped across
the line into Mexico.
date.

MUCH ACTIVITY
IN GATE CITY

Minor City Topics
(Continued from Page Five.)
Miss Mugler'ss.
rived.

Ioow Why

BOY KILLED AT BUCKMAN
NOT BADLY MANGLED
B. S. Phillips, of Buckman, general
manager of the Ramon Land and Lum-

ber Company, looked after business
yesterday and today in Santa Fe. He
said
that
the
Adolph
Vigil,
who
was kill
unfortunate
boy
ed at the sawmill in an accident
was not as badly mangled as was at
first reported. The fatal mishap hap
pened while the lad was lacing a belt
on the planing machine and he got
caught In the machinery. His skull
was fractured, and one arm and a leg
broken, but the body was not mutilated. Death was almost instantane
ous.

two-third-

BY SUPREME COURT.

(Continued From Page One.)
ty. Judgment of trial court affirmed,
opinion by Associate Justice Mann.
No. 11C9, Territory of New Mexico,
appelle, versus Elmer L. Price, appellant; appealed from district court
of Roosevelt County. Judgment of
trial court affirmed, opinion by Associate Justice Abbott.
No. 1183, Territory of New Mexico,
appellee, versus L. A. Meredith, appellant; appealed from district court
of Union County. Judgment of trial
court affirmed, opinion by Associate
Justice Abbott.
No. 1182, Browne and Manzanares
Company, appellee, versus Casslus C.
Gise, appellant; appealed from district
court of San Miguel County.
Judgment of trial court affirmed, opinion
by Associate Justice Parker.
No. 1177, Eagle Mining and Improvement
Company, appellant, versus
Mary R. Hamilton et al., appellees; appealed from district cour of Lincoln
County. Judgment of trial court affirmed, opinion by Associate Justice
Abbott,
No. 1178, H. B. Hamilton, Jr.,
ministrator of the estate of H.

e

B.

and Mary R.
Hamilton, deceased,
Hamilton
et al., appellees, versus
Eagle Mining and Improvement Company, appellant; appealed from district court of Lincoln County. Judgment of trial court affirmed, opinion
by Associate Justice Abbott.
No. 1203, Olive Corcoran, appellee,
versus Albuquerque Traction Company, appelant; appealed from district
court of Bernalillo County,
Argued

and submitted.
No. 1045, United States of America,
appellee, versus Mariono P. Sena, appellant; appealed from Federal court
of First judicial district. Argued and
submitted.

TO COME

IN

AND

Report of the Condition of

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of Santa Fe,
,
at Santa Fe. Id the Territory of New Mexico,
at the close of business Aug. 22, 1907.
Resources.
7. .... $400,107 53
Loans and discounts
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
U. S. Monds to secure circulation
U. S. Bonds tosecure U. S. deposits
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
Bonds, securities, etc
DankltiK house, fur'lure and fixtures
Due from National banks (not reserve neentsi
Due from State Banks and Bankers.
Due from approved reserve aKents..
Checks and other cash items
Notes of other National Banks....
Fractional paper currency, nickles
and cents
Lawful money reserved In Bank, viz:
M5..71 SO
Specie

7DT 91
40.000 00
50,000 00

. .

Legal-teude-

notes

r

3, ISO

0

115,878 50
12,(00 CO
60,08 1 17
11,519 OS

332,f84 12
326 21
3,(W5

00

280 26

5,000 00

70, 171 90

Redemption fund with U, S, Treasurer if) per oent of circulation; ..
Total

2.C00 00

( 1,101,364

68

Liabilities.
, $150,000 00
Capital stock paid in
30,000 00
Surplus fund'
Undivided profits, less expensesund
taxes paid
34,435 64
National Bank notes outstanding .. 38,965 00
Due to other National Banks
5.879 0C
Due to State Banks and Bankers....
7,082 22
Due to Trust Com pan us and Sav
773 57
Bank
ings
Individual deposits subject to check 631,718 14
Demand certitlcates of deposit
14,996 17
Time certitlcates of deposit
132,318 78
Certified checks
2.102 90
;
8 61)02
Cashier's checks outstanding
United States deposits
13,416 18
U.
31,0.35
7d
of
S,
officers
Deposits
disbursing

Total

$1,101,364 68

Territory of New Mexico, County of Santa
Fe, ss:
I, J, H. Vaughn, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the
above statement Is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
J. H. VAroHH, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 28
day of Aug:, 1907.
JAMES B. READ, Notary Public.
CORKECT ATTEST:

AND

"A SPECIAL"

AROUND. VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
THEY BUY OR NOT.

Tb Biggest Curio Stor in tho

4

YTett

79

WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
COUNTER PRICES.
ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
ftNEST LINE OF MEXICAN DRAWN WORK IN CITY.

MEXICAN
BARGAIN

THIS

INDIAN

IS THE HOUSE FROM
AND MEXICAN

You

WHICH THE GENUINE
CURIOS COME.

i DR.

i
1,E

Can't Miss the Place
(J

v"v

fa CV

301-30-

3

-

SANITARIUM.

Cor. Water St. nd Oaipar Atf

.

moimiUJ

NEW MEX.CO.

I
jj

8
B

i

Tubercular. Patient

No

ultted.

San Francisco Street.

'

THE CLUB.

FOR
MODERN APPLIANCE8
TREATMENT OF 8URQICAL
CASES.
HOME COMFORTC
SKILLED PROFESSIONAL
TREATMENT.
TRAINED NUR8E8.

APPLY FOR TERMS.

OPENS, SEPTEMBER

'

DIAZ'

SANTA F E

THE CURIO MAN.
Look for the Old Mexican Cart.

Por sick folks. Your attention Is
called to the fact that our whiskey
is bought in bond and purity la absolutely guaranteed.
Telephone 94.

v

M

INDIAN

J. S. CANDELARI0,

1!!

Directors.

LOOK

WELCOME WHETHER

A

When in need of anything In the
printing line, such as wedding cards,
invitations, briefs, call on the New
Mexican Printing Company, where
all work Is guaranteed.

J. O. Schumann,
S. Spitz.

1

ANYTHING

U

ad-

E.J. Paikn,

IT DOESN'T COST

li

7

LORETTO ACADEMY
Santa Fe, N. M.

Residence: Upper Palace Avenue (Amado Chaves House), Nights and
Sundays. Telephone, No. 142.

OPINIONS

3,

1907.

xwadr

